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ORDER OF BIDDING - VINOTHEQUE AUCTION
ITEM NO. WINE ON OFFER QTY LOTS LOT NUMBERS PAGE

1  AA Badenhorst & Savage Wines Love Boat White 2016 and Love Boat Red 2017 1 1 16

2  Ataraxia Under The Gavel Chardonnay 2017 and 2018 1 2 17

3  Bartho Eksteen Vloekskoot Sauvignon Blanc 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 1 3 18

4  Beaumont Family Wines Chenin Blanc Demi-Sec 2016 4 4,5,6,7 19

5  Beaumont Family Wines Whole Bunch Mourvèdre 2016 4 8,9,10,11 20

6  Beyerskloof Traildust Pinotage 2011, 2012, 2013 1 12 21

7  Boekenhoutsloof CWG Syrah Auction Reserve 2013, 2015, 2017 1 13 22

8  Boplaas Cape Vintage Auction Reserve 2009 2 14,15 23

9  Boplaas 1880 Ox Wagon Reserve 8 Year Potstill Brandy and CWG Thirsty Angel Brandy 10 Year 1 16 24

10  Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah 2013, 2014, 2015 1 17 25

11  Bouchard Finlayson Auction Reserve Pinot Noir 2012 and Bouchard Finlayson CWG Pinot Noir 2009 1 18 26

12  Cederberg Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2012 3 19,20,21 27

13  De Grendel Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 2 22,23 28

14  De Trafford Perspective 2005 4 24,25,26,27 29

15  De Trafford Perspective 2007 4 28,29,30,31 30

16  Delaire Graff Estate Banghoek Chardonnay 2016 1 32 31

17  Ernie Els CWG 2008 2 33,34 32

18  Ernie Els CWG 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 2 35,36 33

19  Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects Pinot Noir 2016 and 2017 1 37 34

20  Grangehurst Auction Collection 1 38 35

21  Grangehurst CWG Auction Blend 2014 1 39 36

22  Groot Constantia CWG Gouverneurs Auction Reserve 2017 1 40 37

23  Hartenberg Loam Hill Merlot 2005 3 41,42,43 38

24  Hartenberg Auction Reserve Shiraz 2010 3 44,45,46 39

25  Hartenberg CWG Auction Shiraz 2012 3 47,48,49 40
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ORDER OF BIDDING - VINOTHEQUE AUCTION
ITEM NO. WINE ON OFFER QTY LOTS LOT NUMBERS PAGE

26  Jordan Chardonnay Auction Reserve 2012 5 50,51,52,53,54 41

27  Kanonkop CWG Pinotage 2008 1 55 42

28  Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 1 56 43

29  Le Riche Wines Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 2012 2 57,58 44

30  Le Riche Wines Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 2015 2 59,60 45

31  Luddite Daisy’s Turn Shiraz – Cabernet Sauvignon – Mourvèdre 2014 2 61,62 46

32  Miles Mossop Wines Maximilian 2011 1 63 47

33  Mullineux The Trifecta Duo 1 64 48

34  Mullineux Rare Beauties: Historical, Intriguing and Harmonious 1 65 49

35  Neil Ellis Auction Reserve 2005 3 66,67,68 50

36  Neil Ellis Auction Reserve Syrah 2003 3 69,70,71 51

37  Newton Johnson Family Vineyards Seadragon Pinot Noir 2015 and Windansea Pinot Noir 2016 1 72 52

38  Paul Cluver Wines The Wagon Trail Chardonnay 2013 1 73 53

39  Paul Cluver Wines Auction Selection Pinot Noir 2011 1 74 54

40  Rijk’s CWG Chenin Blanc 2016 2 75,76 55

41  Rijk’s CWG Pinotage 2015 2 77,78 56

42  Rust en Vrede CWG Estate 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 1 79 57

43  Saronsberg Die Erf Shiraz 2011 and 2013 1 80 58

44  Silverthorn Wines Big Dog II 2011 and Big Dog III 2012 1 81 59

45  Simonsig Auction Reserve Pinotage 2007 2 82,83 60

46  Spier Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2010, 2011, 2013 1 84 61

47  Strydom Family Wines Paradigm 2016 3 85,86,87 62

48  Tokara Tribute 2010, 2011, 2013 2 88,89 63

49  Villiera Terre Rouge 2005 3 90,91,92 64

50  Waterford Estate “1988 Kept Aside” Chardonnay 2016 and 2017 2 93,94 65
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ORDER OF BIDDING - 2020 NEDBANK CWG AUCTION
ITEM NO. WINE ON OFFER LOTS NO. OF CASES PAGE

1  Hartenberg CWG Auction Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 1 - 8 21 68

2  Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2017 9 - 16 21 69

3  Rijk’s CWG Chenin Blanc 2018 17 - 24 21 70

4  Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah 2018 25 - 32 21 71

5  Newton Johnson Family Vineyards Windansea Pinot Noir 2017 33 - 40 21 72

6  De Grendel Wooded Sauvignon Blanc 2019 41 - 48 21 73

7  Edgebaston Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve 2017 49 - 55 17 74

8  Luddite The Lone Stranger Mark ll 2018 56 - 63 21 75

9  Graham Beck Cuvée 129 Extra Brut 2009  64 - 71 21 76

10  Spier Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2017 72 - 79 21 77

11  Simonsig Mediterraneo 2015 80 - 87 21 78

12  Delaire Graff Estate Banghoek Cabernet Franc - Cabernet Sauvignon 2016 88 - 95 21 79

13  Saronsberg Die Erf Shiraz 2017 96 - 103 21 80

14  Paul Cluver The Wagon Trail Chardonnay 2018 104 - 111 21 81

15  Neil Ellis Wines Amper Bo Tempranillo 2015 112 - 119 21 82

16  Bartho Eksteen Vloekskoot Sauvignon Blamc 2019 120 - 127 21 83

17  Boplaas Cape Vintage CWG Reserve 2015 128 - 132 11 84

18  Ernie Els CWG 2017 133 - 140 21 85

19  Ataraxia Under The Gavel Chardonnay 2019 141 -148 21 86

20  Villiera Drip Barrel Cabernet Franc 2018 149 -156 21 87

21  Miles Mossop Wines Saskia-Jo 2018 157 - 164 21 88

22  Strydom Family Wines The Game Changer 2017 165 - 172 21 89
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ITEM NO. WINE ON OFFER LOTS NO. OF CASES PAGE

23  Raats Family Wines The Fountain Terroir Speci�c Chenin Blanc 2019 173 - 180 21 90

24  Cederberg Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2018 181 - 188 21 91

25  Silverthorn Big Dog VI Méthode Cap Classique 2015 189 - 196 21 92

26  Groot Constantia CWG Gouverneur’s Reserve 2018 197 - 201 11 93

27  Leeu Passant Radicales Libres 2015 202 - 209 21 94

28  Rust en Vrede CWG Auction Estate 2017 210 - 217 21 95

ORDER OF BIDDING - 2020 NEDBANK CWG AUCTION
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A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR
Nedbank remains committed to supporting and transforming South Africa’s wine industry

For the past 25 years Nedbank has partnered with the Cape Winemakers Guild (CWG) and supported its growth, 

development and transformation. Today that commitment remains as strong as ever, and we stand by our nation’s 

winemakers as they bravely face the challenges brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The passion, resilience and determination of this vital industry has enabled it to withstand many trials and overcome 

immense challenges over the years, and we, at Nedbank, have every con� dence that South Africa’s wines will emerge 

from this crisis stronger and more robust than ever before. 

As is the case with any industry, a key component of such resilience in our country’s wine sector is the ability to 

transform continuously. The CWG has been instrumental in driving such transformation within the SA wine sector for 

many years now. 

The CWG Protégé Programme stands as a prime example of what can be achieved when an industry truly commits 

itself to transformation. Since the programme began in 2007, it has helped and guided more than 30 talented young 

people to begin their journey towards becoming the SA wine industry’s future leaders and visionaries.

This spirit of transformation, exempli� ed by the members of the CWG, is spreading throughout the industry and, as 

evidence of this inclusive development commitment, there are around 60 black-owned wineries across South Africa today. 

Thank you, also, to all those who continue to support the development, growth and transformation of our country’s 

wine industry by participating in this annual CWG Auction, and by purchasing wines from all South Africa’s world-

class winemakers. 

Mike Brown

Chief Executive, Nedbank Group

Mike Brown
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FOREWORD
Our actions of today shape the winemaking legacy we leave for tomorrow’s generations. The world of wine and 
its multi-millennia history is dynamic and evolves with our societies.

Wine tells a story of science meeting art in a moment of time while bringing us together. In 1982 the original 
members of the Cape Winemakers Guild knew that sharing their experiences and knowledge would not 
only improve their own profession but help to uplift the whole of the South African wine industry. They also 
established the Cape Winemakers Guild Auction in 1985 to showcase the best of their craft. The camaraderie of 
our members is highlighted this year as every member has donated a portion of their 2020 Auction wine to raise 
funds for one of our own who lost their winery, home and vineyards in a devastating �re in December last year. 

To ensure the continued support of our communities, customers and members, the Guild has met the challenges 
of 2020 with a pragmatic and positive approach by hosting our �rst live and online wine auction in partnership 
with international auction house Bonhams. 

Sharing expertise through mentorship and training has helped to further meaningful transformation in our 
industry. This is fundamental in bridging generations, ensuring that South African wines of the upmost quality are 
shown on the world stage and that there is a constant pursuit of excellence into the future. 

With this in mind, the members of the Guild founded the Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Development Trust 
in 1999.  Its focus was – and still is - education within the wine industry for people of diverse backgrounds and 
skill sets, from the vineyard through to our Protégé Programme. Since then, the Trust has assisted with the training 
of 3700 cellar employees. Additionally, 16 Proteges now either hold leading winemaking roles or have their own 
winemaking projects and have become role models themselves.

 This would not have been possible without the generous donations from our sponsors and your support at our 
fundraising events and auctions. Together we are making a difference and we thank you. 

Andrea Mullineux

CWG Chair
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2020 GUILD MEMBERS
Abrie Beeslaar – Kanonkop
Adi Badenhorst – AA Badenhorst Family Wines
Andrea Mullineux – Mullineux & Leeu Family Wines 
Andries Burger – Paul Cluver Estate Wines
Bartho Eksteen 
Beyers Truter – Beyerskloof
Boela Gerber – Groot Constantia Estate
Bruwer Raats – Raats Family Wines
Carel Nel – Boplaas
Carl Schultz – Hartenberg Estate
Charles Hopkins – De Grendel Wines
Coenie Snyman – Rust en Vrede Wine Estate
David Finlayson – Edgebaston
David Nieuwoudt – Cederberg 
David Trafford – De Trafford Wines
Dewaldt Heyns – Saronsberg Cellar
Donovan Rall – Rall Wines
Duncan Savage – Savage Wines
Etienne le Riche
Frans Smit – Spier Wines
Gary Jordan – Jordan Wine Estate
Gordon Newton Johnson – Newton Johnson Family Vineyards
Gottfried Mocke – Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects

Jacques Borman – Boschkloof
JD Pretorius – Warwick Wine Estate
Jeff Grier – Villiera Wines
Jeremy Walker – Grangehurst Winery
Johan Joubert – Johan Joubert Wines
Johan Malan – Simonsig
John Loubser – Silverthorn Wines
Kevin Arnold 
Kevin Grant – Ataraxia
Louis Strydom – Ernie Els Vineyards
Marc Kent – Boekenhoutskloof
Miles Mossop – Miles Mossop Wines
Morné Vrey – Delaire Graff Estate
Neil Ellis
Niels Verburg – Luddite Wines
Peter-Allan Finlayson – Crystallum Wines
Peter Finlayson – Bouchard Finlayson
Pierre Wahl – Rijk’s 
Pieter Ferreira – Graham Beck Wines 
Rianie Strydom – Strydom Family Wines
Samantha O’Keefe – Lismore Estate Vineyards
Sebastian Beaumont – Beaumont Family Wines
Warren Ellis – Neil Ellis Wines
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MASTERS OF THEIR CRAFT
Established in 1982, the Cape Winemakers Guild is a collective of some of South Africa’s greatest winemakers. These 45 winemakers have 
been recognised as excelling at their craft by their peers within the Guild. Membership of the Guild is by invitation only and is extended to 
winemakers who have been responsible for the production of outstanding wines for a minimum of �ve years and who show promise of not 
only consistently exceeding industry standards, but also promoting the values of the Guild.

Over the last 37 years, the Guild’s winemakers have demonstrated a commitment to developing the local wine industry, through innovative 
practices and the sharing of knowledge. The Guild and its members are investing in the future of winemaking, by nurturing young 
winemaking talent through the Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Development Trust and its Protégé Programme.

The CWG meets regularly as a technical tasting group, providing its members with an opportunity to evaluate wines from around the world 
and to share their knowledge and ideas - ensuring that CWG members remain leaders in the art and science of winemaking.
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Upcoming Sales
Fine & Rare Wines 
London, New Bond Street 

24 September 2020
26 November 2020

ENQUIRIES 
Richard Harvey M.W. 
+44 20 7468 5813
richard.harvey@bonhams.com
bonhams.com/wine
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2020 AUCTIONS
The Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Auction goes live and online this year, offering wine enthusiasts and collectors the opportunity to bid 
on current CWG Auction Wines and exceedingly rare previous CWG Auction gems from members’ personal vinotheques.

There will be two separate and distinct auctions in 2020 and both will be hosted by international auction house Bonhams. 

The CWG Vinotheque Auction hosted by Bonhams will feature small collections of past CWG Auction wines perfectly stored in the Guild 
members’ private cellars. All funds raised will be placed in a trust to help winemakers keep their businesses a� oat in the aftermath of 
Covid-19 in order to continue employing those who depend on an income from the wine industry. Bidders will be able to place their bids 
on the Bonham’s website over a two-week period from Friday, 18 September 2020 until 16:00 (London Time) on Saturday, 3 October 2020.

The 2020 Nedbank CWG Auction hosted by Bonhams will be held live and online on Saturday, 3 October 2020 from 12:00 (London Time). 
Wines on offer will be the current year Auction wines and wine lovers will be able to bid as the auction progresses, either by watching and 
bidding live and online via the Bonhams website or by telephone; or by placing proxy or commission bids with Bonhams in advance.

To bid on both auctions, please visit www.bonhams.com to register and create a bidding account.
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Since the inception of the Protégé Programme in 2006, 24 Protégés have completed the three-year internship and 10 are currently 
participating in this ongoing programme. Of those who have graduated, 16 now either hold leading winemaking roles or have their own 
winemaking projects. 

The CWG has become a unique institution in the way all 42 active members remain involved in this uplifting initiative, providing mentorship 
to ensure that both the industry standards and the values of the CWG, exceeds all expectations, and are maintained by new talent and the 
future policymakers.

The Guild has been able to provide 40 bursaries for promising �nal year students at Elsenburg College and Stellenbosch University between 2009 
and 2020. The aim is to identify potential Protégés and encourage the bursary students to apply for the Protégé Programme when they graduate.

PROTÉGÉ PROGRAMME

BILLY HOFMEYR AGRI SETA BURSARY

THE NEDBANK CAPE WINEMAKERS GUILD DEVELOPMENT TRUST
Being recognized as industry leaders also kindles responsibility for promoting quality through continuous learning and education and as a 
result, the CWG is the �rst organization in South Africa to create a foundation for social transformation.

Since the formation of the Guild’s Development Trust in 1999, it has been a part of the CWG’s journey to support meaningful transformation 
in the wine industry. Through this Trust, the CWG empowers farm employees through further education and contributes towards 
transformation by way of its Protégé Programme.

The projects are funded by charity auctions held by the members throughout the year and donations from outside organizations. 

WINE TRAINING SOUTH AFRICA
From 2014, the Guild has �nancially supported Wine Training South Africa so that they could have their courses SETA accredited. A total of 3776 
employees within the wine industry have participated in the numerous courses offered by Wine Training South Africa between 2015 and 2019 
alone. 
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Top Row: Victoria Davis, Kelsey Shungking, Kyle Davids, Anique Ceronio, Gina Viola, Michael Topkin
Front Row: Candice Barnes, Thabile Cele, Magda Vorster, Roger Cloete, Lucretia Africa

CWG PROTÉGÉS 2020
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The Cape Winemakers Guild Vinotheque Auction
The Cape Winemakers Guild Vinotheque Auction will be held online on the Bonhams 
website over a two-week period from Friday, 18 September 2020 until 16:00 (London 

time) on Saturday, 3 October 2020.

www.bonhams.com

The Auction features small collections of perfectly stored, past CWG Auction wines from 
the members of the Guild. All funds raised will be placed in a trust to help winemakers 

keep their businesses a�oat in the aftermath of Covid-19 in order to continue employing 
those who depend on an income from the wine industry.

Please register to bid via the Bonhams website www.bonhams.com. 
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01

Lot Number Lot Description 

1 6 x 750ml bottles

Winemakers Duncan Savage and Adi Badenhorst

AA Badenhorst & Savage Wines
The Love Boat White 2016 (3 bottles) & The Love Boat Red 2017 (3 bottles)

Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only -  6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising 3 bottles of The Love Boat White 2016 and 3 bottles of The 
Love Boat Red 2017.

The Love Boat Wines are just ‘gut feel’ wines. There is no blending or planning involved. Duncan doesn’t know 
what Adi did and Adi doesn’t know what Duncan did - but together the wine just works.

The Love Boat White 2016 (3 x 750ml bottles)
28% Sauvignon Blanc, 21% Grenache Blanc, 21% Roussanne, 15% Semillon, 9% Chenin Blanc, 6% Viognier
Wine of Origin Western Cape
Drink Now.
Alc: 13.72  RS 1.9  TA 6.3  pH 3.26

The Love Boat Red 2017 (3 x 750ml bottles)
65% Shiraz, 27% Grenache, 8% Cinsault
Wine of Origin Swartland
Drink Now.
Alc: 13.5  RS 1.9  TA 5.7  pH 3.64

These wines were previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of 
Auction.
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02Winemaker Kevin Grant

Ataraxia 
Under The Gavel Chardonnay 2017 and 2018 (3 bottles each vintage)

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge

One lot only -   6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising 3 bottles Under the Gavel Chardonnay 2017 and 3 bottles Under 
the Gavel Chardonnay 2018.

The grapes for these wines were sourced from the same single south-facing vineyard on The Sky� eld, home 
to Ataraxia, located in the Hemel-en-Aarde outside the Atlantic coastal town of Hermanus. Fruit selection at 
harvest was painstaking and was followed by a non-interventionist winemaking approach. Fermented in small, 
tight-grained French oak barrels, custom ordered from selected Burgundian coopers, both these wines were 
barrel aged.

Ataraxia Under the Gavel Chardonnay 2017 (3 bottles)
This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.
Ready for drinking now and until at least 2027.
Alc: 13.21  RS 2.5  TA 7.9  pH 3.15

Ataraxia Under the Gavel Chardonnay 2018 (3 bottles)
This wine was previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction.
Ready for drinking now and until 2028.
Alc: 13.65  RS 3.1  TA 7.6  pH 3.03

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of 
Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

2 6 x 750ml bottles
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03 Winemaker Bartho Eksteen

Bartho Eksteen 
Vloekskoot Sauvignon Blanc 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 (one bottle of each vintage)

100% Sauvignon Blanc
Wine of Origin Upper Hemel-en-Aarde

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising one bottle of each of the following vintages Vloekskoot 
Sauvignon Blanc: 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018.

Whole bunch pressed, no settling. Naturally fermented in older, big wood. Matured for eleven months on lees. 
Bottled with minimum interference. Nods towards Pessac-Léognan, but has a Cape character all of its own. Older 
oak adds complexity and gravitas. Acclaimed by an internationally renowned wine advocate as the best wooded 
Sauvignon Blanc amongst 41 icons from around the world, making this a true benchmark.

All of these wines are ready to drink now, but If you can put them away for a couple of years, you can delay the 
pleasure and have it back with interest for anything between three to six years.

Recently accoladed 92 - 96, 5-star Platter’s, Tim Atkin’s highest score internationally wooded Sauvignon Blanc and 
most successful Sauvignon Blanc in the history of the CWG auction - a true benchmark.

These wines  were previously sold on the 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 CWG Auctions.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

3 6 x 750ml bottles
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04Winemaker Sebastian Beaumont

Beaumont Family Wines 
Chenin Blanc Demi-Sec 2016

100% Chenin Blanc
Wine of Origin Bot River

Four lots - each lot comprising 6 x 750ml bottles of Beaumont Family Wines Demi-Sec Chenin Blanc 2016.

Occasionally we have the chance to make this amazing style of Chenin Blanc. Natural ferment stopped on its 
own to leave a � nely balanced sweetness in the wine. At just on 16 grams residual sugar you have a wine that 
is a fascinating style and expression of the grape. As a Chenin Blanc specialist I have tried to capture and express 
the diversity of the grape in different styles. This is only the second time that I have successfully produced this 
style of wine. It is a great wine to leave in your cellar for a long time to mature and develop the complexity I love 
in this style of wine.

Tasting Notes: Sweetness, delicate and botanical with good acid and purity. Will develop with age.

Keep and put away for 10 – 20 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 12.3  RS 16.0  TA 7.6  pH 3.07

Lot Number Lot Description 

4 6 x 750ml bottles
5 6 x 750ml bottles
6 6 x 750ml bottles
7 6 x 750ml bottles 
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05 Winemaker Sebastian Beaumont

Beaumont Family Wines
Whole Bunch Mourvèdre 2016

100% Mourvèdre
Wine of Origin Bot River

Four lots - each lot comprising 6 x 750ml bottles of Beaumont Family Wines Whole Bunch Mourvèdre 2016.

Beaumont was the � rst producer in South Africa to bottle a single varietal Mourvèdre way back in 1999. Since 
then it has been one of our key unique wines. Whole bunch fermented to produce a fresh and intense style of 
single varietal Mourvèdre. 

Tasting Notes: Bright and young. Herbal fruit intensity. Fynbos. Spice. Lovely texture. Grip and polish. Great to 
put away and enjoy.

Drink now and for the next ten years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.0  RS 2.10  TA 5.6  pH 3.55

Lot Number Lot Description 

8 6 x 750ml bottles
9 6 x 750ml bottles
10 6 x 750ml bottles
11 6 x 750ml bottles
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06Winemaker Beyers Truter

Beyerskloof 
Traildust Pinotage 2011, 2012, 2013 (two bottles of each)

100% Pinotage
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising two bottles of each of the following vintages of Beyerskloof 
Traildust Pinotage: 2011, 2012, 2013.

The grapes for each vintage were hand picked in February from block A (bush vines) which is planted on the 
famous Bottelary gravel soils. The grapes came into the cellar at optimum ripeness and the juice stayed on the 
skins for 5 days (2011, 2012) and 3 days (2013). Punch downs were done every two hours during fermentation 
and the juice was separated from the skins. After malolactic fermentation, the CWG-selected Pinotage went to 
225 litre new French oak barrels for 21 months (19 months in 2013).

Each vintage shows this wine’s typical deep dark red colour. Rich blackcurrant, dark cherries, prunes and cedar 
oak aromas. A big structured Pinotage with intense dark fruit � avours. A complex middle leads to a smooth and 
pleasant � nish. 

Great balance between fruit and oak will allow for ageing superbly in the bottle for 10 years and more.

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since year of Auction.

2011:  Alc: 15.13  RS 2.0  TA 5.8  pH 3.56 (previously sold at the 2013 Auction)
2012:  Alc: 14.47  RS 4.9  TA 6.3  pH 3.51 (previously sold at the 2014 Auction)
2013:  Alc: 14.88  RS 2.9  TA 6.3  pH 3.42 (previously sold at the 2015 Auction)

Lot Number Lot Description 

12 6 x 750ml bottles
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07 Winemaker Marc Kent

Boekenhoutskloof 
Syrah Auction Reserve 2013, 2015, 2017 (two bottles of each)

100% Syrah
Wine of Origin Coastal Region

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising two bottles of each of the following vintages of Boekenhoutskloof 
Syrah Auction Reserve: 2013, 2015, 2017.

Boekenhoutskloof Syrah Auction Reserve 2013 (2 x 750ml bottles)
Floral notes abound on the nose, an indicator of the wine’s part-Swartland pedigree; the palate shows an explosion 
of white pepper and spicy aromatics, as one would expect from a cooler maritime in� uenced vineyard.
This wine was originally sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Drink now and until 2028.
Alc: 13.22  RS 2.5  TA 5.4  pH 3.67

Boekenhoutskloof Syrah Auction Reserve 2015 (2 x 750ml bottles)
One barrel was vini� ed from our most exceptional Porseleinberg vineyard and was blended with the very best from 
an old vineyard in Stellenbosch. 
This wine was originally sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Drink now and until 2030.
Alc: 14.9  RS 2.5  TA 5.0  pH 3.8

Boekenhoutskloof Syrah Auction Reserve 2017 (2 x 750ml bottles)
Only two barrels made. One barrel sourced from a tiny unique parcel grown on decomposed schist soils on our 
Porseleinberg vineyard and the other barrel from one of the best old vineyards in Stellenbosch. Spontaneous 
fermentation in concrete Nico Velo vats, 25% whole cluster and elevaged for 18 months in French barriques. 
This wine was originally sold on the 2019 CWG Auction.
Drink now and until 2032.
Alc: 13.83  RS 2.11  TA 5.0  pH 3.74

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of the Auction. 

Lot Number Lot Description 

13 6 x 750ml bottles
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08Winemaker Carel Nel

Boplaas 
Cape Vintage Auction Reserve 2009

Touriga Nacional, Tinta Barocca and Souzão
Wine of Origin Western Cape

Two lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Boplaas Family Vineyards Cape Vintage Auction Reserve 
2009.

Only the � nest Tinta Barocca, Touriga Nacional and Souzão were selected from speci� c low-yielding vineyards. All 
the fruit was hand harvested at optimum ripeness, fermented and forti� ed in small lagares and barrel matured in 
large seasoned oak barrels for 12 months to craft this distinctive full-bodied, complex and structured dry-styled 
Cape Vintage Auction Reserve.

Tasting Notes: An inky black wine with hints of � ery garnet on the rim, ripe apricot and dried peach with fynbos.

Drink now until 2060.

This wine was previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of the Auction. 

Alc: 18.6  RS 92.8  TA 5.0  pH 3.9

Lot Number Lot Description 

14 6 x 750ml bottles
15 6 x 750ml bottles
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09 Winemaker Carel Nel

Boplaas
1880 Ox Wagon Reserve 8 Year Potstill Brandy (3 bottles)

Thirsty Angel CWG Auction 10 Year Potstill Brandy (3 bottles)
Wine of Origin Calitzdorp

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of Boplaas Ox Wagon Reserve Potstill Brandy - 8 
year and three bottles of Boplaas CWG Auction Potstill Brandy 10 year.

Boplaas 1880 Ox Wagon Reserve 8 Year Potstill Brandy (3 x 750ml bottles)
A brandy that my great grandfather, who exported to London in 1880, would have been proud of.
Tasting Notes: Rich, golden colour. Lovely dried peach and vanilla � avours with a long, lingering � nish.
This brandy was originally sold on the 2014 CWG Auction.
Drink now until 2034 and beyond.
Alc:  38% vol

Boplaas Thirsty Angel CWG Auction 10 year Potstill Brandy (3 x 750ml bottles)
Farmed in the deep red soils of Calitzdorp, the Colombar was double distilled in an old copper potstill in much the 
same way as the � rst Boplaas Brandy was in 1880. 
Tasting Notes: The decade in old Limousin casks, climatic conditions of the Klein Karoo and the insatiable thirst 
of the local angels has created a brandy brimming with ripe stone fruits, honey, kumquat, herbal and � oral notes 
and a sublimely smooth mouthfeel and � nish.  
This brandy was originally sold on the 2011 CWG Auction.
Drink now until 2034 and beyond.
Alc:  39% vol

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of 
Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

16 6 x 750ml bottles
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10Winemaker Jacques Borman

Boschkloof 
Epilogue Syrah 2013, 2014, 2015 (two bottles of each)

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising two bottles of each of the following vintages of Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah: 2013, 
2014, 2015.

Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah 2013 (2 x 750ml bottles)
Natural fermentation with 10% stems in open top 500 litre barrels without any temperature control. 
Tasting Notes: Deep intensity in colour with perfumed violets and white pepper spice on bouquet with some meaty and oriental spice 
undertones on the palate. Great balance between fruit and oak. 
Drink now until 2023.
This wine was originally sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.06  RS 1.8  TA 5.5  pH 3.6

Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah 2014 (2 x 750ml bottles)
50% whole bunch. Fermented naturally in a 500 litre open French Oak barrel. 
Tasting Notes: Perfumed fruit, violets and hints of white pepper aromas show typical characters of the SH99 clone. 
Drink now until 2024.
This wine was originally sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.3  RS 1.7  TA 5.5  pH 3.57

Boschkloof Epilogue Syrah 2015 (2 x 750ml bottles)
2015 was a great vintage producing wines with good concentration and great ageing potential.
Tasting Notes:  Dark berry fruit. Mixed spices and white pepper perfume and violets, typical of this variety when grown on decomposed 
granite soils. On the palate it is savoury with � ne-grained tannins and a silky texture. 
Drink now until 2030.
This wine was originally sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.5  RS 2.0  TA 5.2  pH 3.64

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

17 6 x 750ml bottles
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11

Winemaker Peter Finlayson

Bouchard Finlayson
Auction Reserve Pinot Noir 2012 (3 bottles)

CWG Pinot Noir 2009 (3 bottles)

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of Bouchard Finlayson Auction Reserve Pinot Noir. 
2012 and three bottles of Bouchard Finlayson CWG Pinot Noir 2009.

Bouchard Finlayson Auction Reserve Pinot Noir 2012 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Vintage 2012 was spectacular in that both quality and quantity presented above average offerings. In fact, the Pinot 
Noir fruit was outstanding. Our high density plantings also contributed towards enhancing � avour pro� le and creating 
greater depth of tannin and colour. Presented here is a � rst for CWG label describing Hemel-en-Aarde Valley Pinot Noir!
Tasting Notes: The core of plush vibrant fruit and tannins encompass spicy well centred dark forest berry � avours. A 
100% contribution of best new French oak further adds to complexity and offers con� rmed ageing.
Drink now to 5 years.
This wine was originally sold on the 2015 and 2017 CWG Auctions.
Alc: 14.14  RS 2.0  TA 5.2  pH 3.51

Bouchard Finlayson CWG Pinot Noir 2009 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Walker Bay 
In the winemaking, 10% of the grapes were supplied as whole bunch and 60% as whole berry.  The wine underwent 
cold maceration for 3-4 days with post fermentation maceration of ten days.  Lightly pressed and barrel matured for 
16 months.  The wine was bottled with minimal � ltrations after thorough microbiological examination. 
Tasting Notes: Profound, complex fruity � avours with deep wild forest and red berry earthiness.
Drink now to 5 years.  
This wine was originally sold on the 2011 CWG Auction. 
Alc: 14.3  RS 2.3  TA 5.6  pH 3.52

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

18 6 x 750ml bottles
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12Winemaker David Nieuwoudt

Cederberg 
Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2012

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Cederberg

Three lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Cederberg Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2012.

2012 was de� nitely one of my top vintages.  It was a smaller vintage with cooler temperatures during ripening 
which lead to longer hanging time. The grapes were picked 14 days later than usual and immediately showed 
beautiful fruit intensity and concentration. After eight years, this wine has aged beautifully and could be cellared 
for an additional two to four years for further enjoyment.

Tasting Notes: This Shiraz expresses loads of mixed forest berries with a subtle hint of spice and violets.  A smooth 
and silky palate with lasting � ne tannins. This wine was crafted to last.

Accolades:  • Gold at Syrah du Monde (France) in 2015
 • 92 points by Robert Parker in 2014

Drink now and for the next � ve years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction. It is now 8 years of age.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.48  RS 3.1  TA 5.8  pH 3.4

Lot Number Lot Description 

19 6  x 750ml bottles
20 6  x 750ml bottles
21 6  x 750ml bottles
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13 Winemaker Charles Hopkins

De Grendel
Cabernet Sauvignon 2006

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Coastal Region

Two lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of De Grendel Cabernet Sauvignon 2006.

The grapes came from thirty-two year old bush vines with a low yield, resulting in concentrated fruit. The grapes 
were crushed and open-fermented with pneumatic punch downs done for 6 days. Pressed in a basket press, 
malolactic fermentation done in barrel and matured for 18 months in new French oak.

Tasting Notes: This is a well-matured wine kept under ideal conditions and is now at its peak of drinkability. It will 
complement a good conversation and great food. 

Drink now.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2009 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.0  RS 2.8  TA 6.0  pH 3.6

Lot Number Lot Description 

22 6 x 750ml bottles
23 6 x 750ml bottles
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14Winemaker David Trafford

De Trafford 
Perspective 2005 (375ml bottles)

34% Cabernet Franc,  33% Merlot,  33% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Four lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 375ml) De Trafford Perspective 2005.

100% destemmed and gently crushed directly into open top fermenters. Spontaneous natural yeast fermentation 
at a maximum temperature of 29°C for the Cabernet Franc and 31°C for the Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. 
Time on skins 14 days for the Cabernet Franc and 12 days for the Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, with cap 
of skins punched down 1 – 4 times a day. Wine drained directly to barrels together with single pressing from 
traditional basket press.  

Tasting Notes: Tobacco, cigar box nose. Black berry fruit. Iodine, violets, graphite. Meaty, beefy. Very de� ned 
with great � nish. Cherries. Ripe fruit on palate integrates with nice dry wood tannins to give a long � nish – good 
balance. Beautiful tannin management. Not big, but classy.

Drink now and for the next three years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2007 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.6  RS 1.9  TA 5.5  pH 3.49

Lot Number Lot Description 

24 6  x 375ml bottles
25 6  x 375ml bottles
26 6  x 375ml bottles
27 6  x 375ml bottles
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15 Winemaker David Trafford

De Trafford
Perspective 2007 (375ml bottles)

34% Cabernet Franc,  33% Merlot,  33% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Four lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 375ml) De Trafford Perspective 2007.

All our red wines undergo malolactic fermentation in the barrel. This helps to integrate the new oak and � x 
colour and � avour compounds. Mostly new French oak used. Time in barrel 22 months, which included several 
rackings to gradually clarify the wine and assist maturation. No acid, sugar, water, tannin added, only the absolute 
minimum SO2. This wine was bottled by hand, un� ned and un� ltered, on the property.

Tasting Notes: Tobacco, cigar box nose. Black berry fruit. Iodine, violets, graphite. Meaty, beefy. Very de� ned with 
great � nish. Cherries. Beautiful tannin management. Not big, but classy.

Drink now and for the next four years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2009 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction. 

Alc: 14.83  RS 1.7  TA 5.5  pH 3.58

Lot Number Lot Description 

28 6 x 375ml bottles
29 6 x 375ml bottles
30 6 x 375ml bottles
31 6 x 375ml bottles
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16Winemaker Morné Vrey

Delaire Graff Estate 
Banghoek Chardonnay 2016 (1.5L bottles)

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Banghoek Stellenbosch

One lot only – 3 bottles (3 x 1.5L) of Delaire Graff Estate Banghoek Chardonnay 2016.

Select parcel of Chardonnay from Delaire vineyards. Grapes were handpicked and whole bunch pressed. 
Fermented in second � ll French oak for two weeks. Wine left on lees for 11 months, with no battonage or 
malolactic fermentation.

This is an extremely limited offer – only 6 magnums made in total production.

Tasting Notes: An expressive bouquet of smoky � oral and citrus notes on the nose. On the palate, almonds, pears 
and tropical fruit are supported by a crisp acidity and fruit freshness.

Drink now until 2023.

68 (6 x 750ml) cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 13.5  RS 2.5  TA 7.4  pH 3.22

Lot Number Lot Description 

32 3 x 1.5L bottles
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17 Winemaker Louis Strydom

Ernie Els Wines
Ernie Els CWG 2008

60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Shiraz, 10% Merlot
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Ernie Els CWG 2008.

‘A decade of excellence’ 
This wine previously featured at the CWG Auction back in 2010, so I thought it � tting to reach deep into our 
cellar and offer this wine now, precisely a decade later. It was a special moment, sampling this ’08 a few weeks 
ago within the brand-new walls of the Ernie Els Wines cellar. It is exciting to see how this wine, and the winery as 
a whole, has developed over the last decade.

Tasting Notes: A big wine with a bold � nish. Notes of sweet red fruit and ribena. Soft tannins with good structure, 
depth and length. Very primary. Good weight, concentration and elegance.  

Ready for drinking now - 5 years. 

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 
  
This wine was previously sold on the 2010 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 15.27  RS 3.1  TA 6.1  pH 3.7

Lot Number Lot Description 

33 6 x 750ml bottles
34 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Louis Strydom

Ernie Els Wines 
CWG 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 

60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Shiraz, 10% Cinsault
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots -  each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of each of the following vintages of Ernie Els CWG: 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016

In the making of these wines, the grapes are hand-picked in the cool of early morning, gently destalked with a Bucher de-stalker 
and lightly crushed. Fermentation in small 300 litre open top oak barrels with WE 372 yeast. The fermenting grapes are punched 
down manually 5 times a day for maximum colour extraction.  After fermentation, maceration for 14 days before pressing.  Each 
variety is separately vini� ed and blended after the 18 months of maturation. 

Ernie Els CWG 2011 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.5  RS 3.3 TA 5.8 pH 3.72   (previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction)

Ernie Els CWG 2012 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.5 RS 2.4 TA 5.9 pH 3.63   (previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction)

Ernie Els CWG 2013 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.5 RS 3.0 TA 5.6 pH 3.64   (previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction)

Ernie Els CWG 2014 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.5 RS 3.0 TA 6.0 pH 3.83   (previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction)

Ernie Els CWG 2015 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.5 RS 3.14 TA 6.07 pH 3.74  (previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction)

Ernie Els CWG 2016 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 14.98 RS 3.1 TA 6.2 pH 3.65  (previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction)

Drink now or within the next 5 to 10 years. 

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

35 6 x 750ml bottles
36 6 x 750ml bottles
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19 Winemaker Gottfried Mocke

Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects
Pinot Noir 2016 and 2017 (3 bottles each vintage)

100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Overberg

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of each of the 2016 and 2017 vintages of  Gottfried 
Mocke Wine Projects Pinot Noir.

Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects Pinot Noir 2016 (3 x 750ml bottles)
A high-altitude parcel from Kaaimansgat. The grapes are partially destemmed and spontaneously fermented in 
concrete vats with a soft pigeage two to three times a day. The Pinot Noir is matured for 14 months in 40% new 
barrique after pressing.
Tasting Notes: A re� ned, complex nose offers aromas of cherry, red � oral and spicy notes. The wine has exceptional 
balance and texture.
Drink now to 5 years.
This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.2  RS 1.6  TA 5.0  pH 3.56

Gottfried Mocke Wine Projects Pinot Noir 2017 (3 x 750ml bottles)
A high altitude parcel from Kaaimansgat, the grapes are partially destemmed and spontaneously fermented in 
concrete vats with soft pigeage two to three times a day. The Pinot Noir is matured for 15 months in 50% new 
barrique after pressing.
Tasting Notes: A re� ned, complex nose offers aromas of cherry, red � oral and spicy notes. The wine has exceptional 
balance and texture.
Drink now but will mature well for next 10 years.
This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.45  RS 1.2  TA 5.0  pH 3.66

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of the Auction. 

Lot Number Lot Description 

37 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Jeremy Walker

Grangehurst
Auction Collection
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising one bottle of each of the following wines: 

Grangehurst Cape Reserve Blend 2003 (1 x 750ml)
36% Pinotage, 32% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Shiraz
Alc: 14.83 RS 1.4 TA 6.2 pH 3.63  (previously sold on the 2006 CWG Auction)

Grangehurst Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve 2005 (1 x 750ml)
91% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Petit Verdot
Alc: 14.3 RS 2.2 TA 5.8 pH 3.58  (previously sold on the 2009 CWG Auction)

Grangehurst Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve 2006 (1 x 750ml)
94% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Petit Verdot
Alc: 14.45 RS 2.3 TA 5.3 pH 3.67  (previously sold on the 2011 CWG Auction)

Grangehurst Auction Blend 2014 (1 x 750ml)
68% Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Petit Verdot, 9% Merlot
Alc: 14.22 RS 2.2 TA 5.7 pH 3.79  (previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction)

Grangehurst Auction Reserve 2007 (1 x 750ml)
76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 16% Petit Verdot, 8% Merlot 
Alc: 14.63 RS 2.6 TA 6.2 pH 3.54  (previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction)

Grangehurst Auction Reserve 2015 (1 x 750ml)
59% Cabernet Sauvignon, 31% Petit Verdot, 10% Merlot
Alc: 14.4 RS 2.6 TA 5.4 pH 3.8  (previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction)

True to the Grangehurst ethos, these wines are handcrafted, traditional and unhurried classic red wines.

Drink 10-20 years from vintage.

These wines had been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

38 6 x 750ml bottles
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21 Winemaker Jeremy Walker

Grangehurst
CWG Auction Blend 2014 (1.5 Litre bottles)

68% Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Petit Verdot, 9% Merlot
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 3 bottles (3 x 1.5 L) of Grangehurst Auction Blend 2014.

The grapes were hand-harvested, destemmed, hand-sorted, crushed and then pumped to open fermentation 
tanks; manual punch-downs four to six times per day for colour, tannin and � avour extraction; basket pressed and 
matured for 28 months in French (80%) and American (20%) oak barrels; gentle gravity-� ow bottling.

Tasting Notes: Dark, inky ruby colour; maraschino cherries, liquorice and vanilla spice; � ne-structured, elegant, 
with seamless tannins; now 6 years old, this wine is just starting to come into its own.

Drink now to 2034.

This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in his cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.22  RS 2.2  TA 5.7  pH 3.79

Lot Number Lot Description 

39 3 x 1.5 Litre bottles
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22Winemaker Boela Gerber

Groot Constantia 
CWG Gouverneurs Auction Reserve 2017

56% Cabernet Sauvignon, 54% Cabernet Franc
Wine of Origin Constantia

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Groot Constantia CWG Gouverneurs Auction Reserve 2017

The grapes were harvested at 25.5-26° balling and fermented in stainless steel tanks. The wine matured for 14 
months in 225 litre French oak barrels, of which 34% were new French oak, 28% second � ll, 25% third � ll and 
13% fourth � ll barrels.

Lauren Buzzeo rated this as her top red wine in Wine Enthusiast’s review of the 2019 CWG Auction wines last 
year:  95/100 “This blend is not shy or slight in intensity or personality.”

Greg Sherwood MW also gave the wine 95/100: “Very expressive and luxurious, this is impressive winemaking in 
action for people looking for a showstopper. This really is what special edition CWG wines are all about.”

Tasting Notes: Layers of blackcurrant, black cherries and wood spice on the nose are supported by graphite and cigar 
box � avours. Cassis and cherries follow on the palate. Fine dry tannin. This wine promises good ageing potential.

Drink 2025 to 2035.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.36  RS 2.5  TA 5.7  pH 3.6

Lot Number Lot Description 

40 6 x 750ml bottles
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23 Winemaker Carl Schultz

Hartenberg
Loam Hill Merlot 2005

100% Merlot
Wine of Origin Bottelary, Stellenbosch

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Hartenberg Loam Hill Merlot 2005.

A Merlot selected from our very best of the varietal and select parcels of the supporting acts. The grapes were 
hand sorted, fermented and macerated on the skins for 15 days, with Italian yeast and given 100% malolactic 
fermentation in small French oak. After 20 months in the new wood and three rackings a year, the wine was 
lightly � ltered and bottled on 29 November 2006.

Tasting Notes: Dark black-red in colour. The bouquet has a complex mix of ripe plums, violets, cherries and aromas 
of coffee, vanilla and choc from the wood. On the palate the wine is silky, has bags of black fruit, sweet, ripe � ne 
dry tannins and a lingering edgy � nish.

Drink now and for the next � ve years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2007 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.38  RS 2.1  TA 5.9  pH 3.3

Lot Number Lot Description 

41 6 x 750ml bottles
42 6 x 750ml bottles
43 6 x 750ml bottles
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24Winemaker Carl Schultz

Hartenberg 
Auction Reserve Shiraz 2010

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Bottelary, Stellenbosch

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Hartenberg Auction Reserve Shiraz 2010.

The wine is a blend of one barrel Gravel Hill and two barrels of Stork Shiraz. 80% new wood, all French, 21 
months in barrel.  Super small crop, tiny berries, great concentration.

Tasting Notes: Deep black-red in colour. Black and red fruits show on the palate. Perfumed notes with treacle 
aromas are present. The palate is velvety, has juicy fruit and is elegant. 

Drink now and for the next 10 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.85  RS 3.5  TA 6.1  pH 3.3

Lot Number Lot Description 

44 6 x 750ml bottles
45 6 x 750ml bottles
46 6 x 750ml bottles
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25 Winemaker Carl Schultz

Hartenberg
CWG Auction Shiraz 2012

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Bottelary, Stellenbosch

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Hartenberg CWG Auction Shiraz 2012.

Two of the best parcels of Shiraz on Hartenberg Estate were combined to create this wine. Hand-picked and 
sorted, the grapes were selected to be  the very best. 50% new and 50% second � ll French oak barrels were used 
to mature the wine for 21 months. This wine is a blend of our two � agship Shiraz wines, the Gravel Hill and Stork. 

Tasting Notes: The wine shows a black-red coloured centre. Bouquet entry shows initial perfumed notes, then 
cherry, violets, spice and garrigue. The palate is polished and opulent, ending with � ne lingering tannins. A 
Stellenbosch vintage that offers old world elegance and drinkability.

Drink now through to 2032.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.16  RS 2.8  TA 5.8  pH 3.4  

Lot Number Lot Description 

47 6 x 750ml bottles
48 6 x 750ml bottles
49 6 x 750ml bottles
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26Winemaker Gary Jordan

Jordan  
Chardonnay Auction Reserve 2012

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch Estate

Five lots - three lots comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) and two lots comprising of 12 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Jordan 
Chardonnay Auction Reserve 2012.

Specially made for the CWG Auction, this benchmark Chardonnay from the oldest hillside vineyards on Jordan 
Wine Estate is traditionally made according to classic Burgundian winemaking techniques. Intensely concentrated 
lemon-lime � avours and slow fermentation in 228 litre French oak barrels for twelve months has resulted in a 
reserve style with a new world twist. Quartzite veins through the 600 million year old granite sub-strata provide 
the backbone for the classic mineral � avours. 

An iconic Chardonnay with intense mineral, lemon-lime � avours and hints of butterscotch and vanilla. The full, 
rich mouthfeel and balanced oak integrates superbly with the tropical fruit � nish. This wine was awarded 5-stars 
by the Platter Guide.

Drink now.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 13.64  RS 2.5  TA 6.10  pH 3.37

Lot Number Lot Description 

50 6 x 750ml bottles
51 6 x 750ml bottles
52 6 x 750ml bottles
53 12 x 750ml bottles
54 12 x 750ml bottles 
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27 Winemaker Abrie Beeslaar

Kanonkop
CWG Pinotage 2008

100% Pinotage
Wine of Origin Simonsberg, Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Kanonkop CWG Pinotage 2008.

20 to 50-year-old bush vines with yields of 3-5 tons/ha were used to make this wine. The grapes were destemmed, 
sorted, crushed and then fermented in open top “kuipe” for four days. The wine underwent malolactic 
fermentation in barrel, followed by a further 14 months of ageing in 100% new oak barrels.  

Tasting Notes: Deep red colour with a strawberry and plum aroma and a touch of vanilla.  Dark fruit on the palate 
with plum and blackcurrant being the focus, and mocha � avours adding to the complexity.  The wine � nishes 
with a dry aftertaste. 

Drink now and for the next � ve years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2010 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.2  RS 1.8  TA 5.4  pH 3.73

Lot Number Lot Description 

55 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Abrie Beeslaar

Kanonkop 
CWG Paul Sauer 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

Wine of Origin Simonsberg

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising one bottle of each of the following wines.

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2010 (1 x 750ml)
68% Cabernet Sauvignon, 16% Cabernet Franc, 16% Merlot
Alc: 14.5 RS 2.2 TA 6.16 pH 3.43

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2011 (1 x 750ml)
70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 18% Cabernet Franc, 12% Merlot
Alc: 14.74 RS 2.3 TA 6.1 pH 3.47  (previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction)

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2012 (1 x 750ml)
70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc
Alc: 13.9 RS 2.5 TA 6.05 pH 3.46    (previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction)

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2013 (1 x 750ml)
69% Cabernet Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 17% Cabernet Franc
Alc: 14.5 RS 3.1 TA 6.4 pH 3.56  (previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction)

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2014 (1 x 750ml) 
74% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc
Alc: 14.3 RS 2.8 TA 6.4 pH 3.4  (previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction)

Kanonkop CWG Paul Sauer 2015 (1 x 750ml)
70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc
Alc: 14.5 RS 3.3 TA 6.5 pH 3.5  (previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction)

Drink now, or let this wine develop over the next 20 years. 

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

56 6 x 750ml bottles
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29 Winemaker Etienne le Riche

Le Riche Wines
Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 2012

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two Lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 
2012.

A single vineyard selection from the Helderberg area. Open fermenters with extended maceration on the skins. 
Maturation in oak for 24 months. 

A typical Stellenbosch Cabernet Sauvignon with the extra dimension of velvety soft tannins emanating from 
proper ageing.

Tasting Notes: Ripe cherry � avours with a touch of mint and an ethereal, lingering quality.

Drink now until 2025.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.55  RS 1.2  TA 5.9  pH 3.69

Lot Number Lot Description 

57 6 x 750ml bottles

58 6 x 750ml bottles
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30Winemaker Etienne le Riche

Le Riche Wines 
Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 2015

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots – each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Etienne le Riche Cabernet Sauvignon Auction Reserve 2015.

A single vineyard wine from the Helderberg area in Stellenbosch. Traditionally fermented in open tanks, manual 
plunging and extended maceration. Aged for two years in French oak. This vineyard has formed the base of our 
production since 1999 and has established a lasting friendship with the producer over the years. The moderate 
climate due to the proximity of False Bay and the well-drained gravelly soils have proven this site to be one of the 
� nest terroirs for the production of Cabernet Sauvignon.

A classic vintage from Le Riche.

Tasting Notes: Classy Cabernet fruit and oak matched by a � rm structure and complex tannins that promise further 
enhancement.

Drink now until 2030.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.29  RS 1.2  TA 5.7  pH 3.58

Lot Number Lot Description 

59 6 x 750ml bottles
60 6 x 750ml bottles 
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31 Winemaker Niels Verburg

Luddite Wines
Daisy’s Turn Shiraz – Cabernet Sauvignon – Mourvèdre 2014

92% Shiraz, 4% Cabernet Sauvignon, 4% Mourvèdre
Wine of Origin Bot River

Two lots - each comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Luddite Wines Daisy’s Turn 2014.

The various portions of this wine come from our own vineyards and were fermented in small open fermenters.  
Grapes were left on skins until spontaneous fermentation started and then given three hand punch-downs a day.  
Pressed and put to barrel straight after fermentation. The wine spent two years in barrel on � ne lees and then the 
� nal blend was made up and bottled. The wine was aged in second � ll French barrels.  The last of the Verburg 
children to be recognised on a CWG label/wine!

Tasting Notes: Colour:  Vibrant garnet hues with purple rim.  Nose: Red fruit on entry - mulberries and red 
currants. Spicy - star anise and cinnamon. Palate: Decadent entry, dark fruit on the mid-palate with a log spicy 
� nish and a lovely lingering taste of cloves and cinnamon in your mouth. 

Drink in 5 – 10 years’ time.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.65  RS 2.7  TA 5.2  pH 3.61

Lot Number Lot Description 

61 6 x 750ml bottles

62 6 x 750ml bottles
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32Winemaker Miles Mossop

Miles Mossop Wines 
Maximilian 2011

85% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Petit Verdot
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Miles Mossop Wines Maximilian 2011.

This wine is a blend of 85% Cabernet Sauvignon from a 25-year-old vineyard growing on shale soils in the Bottelary 
area of Stellenbosch; and 15% Petit Verdot from coffee stone gravel soils in the Bottlelary area of Stellenbosch. All 
vineyards are unirrigated and produce low yielding fruit (2 to 4 t/ha) giving a pure expression of its environment. 

This wine was my � rst submission to the Cape Winemakers Guild Auction. An expression of the � nest Cabernet 
Sauvignon from Stellenbosch. An expression of where my true passion lies.

Tasting Notes: Intense layered fruit aromas of black cherries and cassis with underlying notes of cedar wood and 
tobacco spice. The wine is elegant and layered with sweet cherries, cassis and fresh velvety textured tannins on the 
palate. A classic Stellenbosch Cabernet Sauvignon.

Drink in 5 to 8 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2013 and 2018 CWG Auctions.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Alc: 14.5  RS 2.0  TA 5.4  pH 3.49

Lot Number Lot Description 

63 6 x 750ml bottles
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33

Winemaker Andrea Mullineux

Mullineux
The Trifecta Duo
Wine of Origin Swartland

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml), comprising 3 bottles of Mullineux Trifecta Chenin Blanc 2013 and 3 bottles 
of  Mullineux Trifecta Syrah 2013.

These two Trifecta wines come from my three best Swartland vineyards for Chenin Blanc and Syrah, each grown 
on three soil types for the ultimate expression of this special region and the grapes most suited to it.

Mullineux Trifecta Chenin Blanc 2013 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Chenin Blanc
One Chenin vineyard is grown on SCHIST soils, one on GRANITE soils and one on QUARTZ soils bringing depth, 
freshness, and spiciness to the wine. The grapes are hand-picked and whole-bunch pressed to barrel where they 
are co-fermented naturally and matured for a year before bottling.
Tasting Notes: Chenin Blanc notes of apples, lemon with a subtle hint of fresh herb. The rounded old-vine 
Swartland Chenin character on the palate continues with apple followed by a peach pit minerality and texture.
Drink this wine now to enjoy life a little bit more, but it will only get better with a bit of age.
This wine was previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Alc: 13.68  RS 3.8  TA 6.1  pH 3.32

Mullineux Trifecta Syrah 2013 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Syrah
One Syrah vineyard is grown on SCHIST soil, one on GRANITE soil and one on IRON soil; bringing brooding 
structure, perfumed freshness and lush mid-palate to the wine. The grapes were hand-picked and whole-bunch 
co-fermented naturally. The wine spent two years in barrel and 18 months in bottle before release. 2013 was a 
very perfumed and sophisticated vintage in the Swartland.
This wine was held back to be open enough for enjoying now, but please decant as it still has years of slow 
maturation ahead of it. 
This wine was previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Alc: 13.52  RS 2.1  TA 5.5  pH 3.72

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

64 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Andrea Mullineux

Mullineux 
Rare Beauties: Historical, Intriguing and Harmonious

Wine of Origin Swartland

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml), comprising 3 bottles of Mullineux Clairette Blanche 2015 and 3 bottles of  
Mullineux “The Gris” Semillon 2014.

Mullineux Clairette Blanche 2015 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Clairette Blanche
Clairette Blanche is my effort to showcase how special historically signi� cant rarer varieties are in South Africa. It is 
44 years old and dryland farmed on Paardeberg Granite. Natural fermentation in barrel.
Clairette Blanche only becomes more beautifully textured and beeswaxy with age. Decanting is always suggested.
This wine was previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.
Alc: 13.0  RS 2.4  TA 5.4  pH 3.35

Mullineux “The Gris” Semillon 2014 (3 x 750ml bottles)
This very rare wine is made from 100% Semillon Gris and is from a 60-year old, certi� ed heritage, dry-farmed 
vineyard grown on the granite soils of the Paardeberg in the Swartland. The grapes were picked by hand early in the 
morning while the air was still cool and after pressing to barrel, the fermentation occurred with indigenous yeast. 
A saline mineral nose wrapped around grapefruit pith. Spiced high notes of clove and powered ginger. Followed 
by a lengthy taught palate of chamomile and saffron fronds. This wine keeps you coming back for another sip.
This wine was previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Alc: 12.66  RS 1.8  TA 5.9  pH 3.35

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

65 6 x 750ml bottles
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35 Winemaker Neil Ellis

Neil Ellis 
Auction Reserve 2005

55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Cabernet Franc, 10% Merlot
Wine of Origin Jonkershoek Valley

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Neil Ellis Auction Reserve 2005.

Careful fruit selection before traditional fermentation initiated in stainless steel tanks. Further maceration was 
allowed before drawing off and light pressing. Maturation in tight grained French oak for 21 months followed by 
rigorous culling before bottling in January 2007. 

Tasting Notes from the selection panel: “Red fruit perfume, pencil, young, delicate, sleek, long, still fresh. Drink 
now and for the next 10-15 years.” What a great compliment from my peers. Neil.

Drink now and for the next 10-15 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2007 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.2  RS 1.7  TA 6.2  pH 3.6

Lot Number Lot Description 

66 6 x 750ml bottles
67 6 x 750ml bottles
68 6 x 750ml bottles
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36Winemaker Neil Ellis

Neil Ellis 
Auction Reserve Syrah 2003

100% Syrah
Wine of Origin Jonkershoek Valley

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Neil Ellis Auction Syrah 2003.

Careful fruit selection before traditional punch down fermentation.  Malolactic fermentation was completed in new 
French oak barrels followed by a further 16 months’ maturation. Rigorous culling before bottling. 

Tasting Notes from the selection panel: “Classic wine. Beautiful age character. Liquorice spice, silky tannins. Smooth 
and an absolute must buy.” What a great compliment from my peers. Neil.

Drink now, and for the next 2-5 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2006 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.83  RS 2.3  TA 5.6  pH 3.5

Lot Number Lot Description 

69 6 x 750ml bottles
70 6 x 750ml bottles
71 6 x 750ml bottles
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37
Winemaker Gordon Newton Johnson

Newton Johnson Family Vineyards 
Seadragon Pinot Noir 2015 and Windansea Pinot Noir 2016 (3 bottles of each)

100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of Newton Johnson Family Vineyards Seadragon Pinot Noir 2015 and 
three bottles of Newton Johnson Family Vineyards Windansea Pinot Noir 2016.

Both of these wines have been cellared to the point of ideal bottle maturation, development and enjoyment, with a wealth of 
additional cellaring potential.

Seadragon Pinot Noir 2015 (3 x 750ml bottles)
The 2015 Seadragon is the � rst wine from this vineyard to be bottled under this name. It was scored 96 in Tim Atkin’s 2016 report and 
Seadragon has featured on the front cover of Decanter Magazine (February 2020) as one of the New World’s best single vineyard Pinot Noirs.

Tasting Notes: Ornate with high � oral notes. Complex and lustrous red fruit core, with the prickle of spices and black cherry in the 
periphery. Symmetric structure, � ne and taut, that leads to a long � nish.  

Ready for drinking from now for the next 15 years. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 13.78  RS 2.0  TA 5.6  pH 3.6

Windansea Pinot Noir 2016 (3 x 750ml bottles)
The 2016 Windansea is from a vintage of incredible density and age-worthiness and tends to need a little more time than Seadragon. 
It was scored 95 points in Tim Atkin’s 2017 report and has held that benchmark (and higher) with every succeeding vintage.  

Tasting Notes: A deep concentration of supple and sleek black fruit, embroidered with lucid red fruits. Tertiary elements of stone and 
graphite deepen to a savoury black core of texture and � brous tannins. 

Ready for drinking from 2021 for the next 15 years. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 13.07  RS 2.2  TA 5.9  pH 3.54

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

72 6 x 750ml bottles
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38Winemaker Andries Burger

Paul Cluver Wines 
The Wagon Trail Chardonnay 2013

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Elgin

One lot only - 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Paul Cluver The Wagon Trail Chardonnay 2013.

The grapes were selected from 26-year-old Chardonnay vineyards, the oldest on the property. After pressing and 
settling, the wines were transferred to barrel, and fermented without inoculation. The wine was left on the gross 
lees for 9-and-a-half months before racking, stabilisation and bottling.

Tasting Notes: The � rst impression the wine gives is the expressive citrus and honeyed characters on the nose. The 
palate is bursting with � avour, starting with lime notes and carrying through to a concentrated mid-palate with a 
very long, lingering mineral aftertaste.

Drink now and for the next 5 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 13.28  RS 1.8  TA 6.5  pH 3.2

Lot Number Lot Description 

73 6 x 750ml bottles
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39 Winemaker Andries Burger

Paul Cluver Wines 
Auction Selection Pinot Noir 2011

100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Elgin

One lot only - 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Paul Cluver Auction Selection Pinot Noir 2011.

The grapes were selected from our highest lying Pinot Noir mountain vineyards on De Rust Estate and are all 
new clones (667,113,115). The grapes were harvested, cold soaked for six days with the fermentation starting 
naturally and then inoculated. Punched down three times a day. After fermentation, only the free run juice was 
transferred to barrel for malolactic fermentation. The wine was then left in barrel for 11 months before bottling. 

Tasting Notes: “Understated” - the colour is gentle and alluring, the nose reticent but intriguing. The texture 
is where the power of this wine lies and the integration of oak adds to its � nesse. The palate is a symphony of 
� avours, starting with cherries; the mid-palate is concentrated with a distinct mineral character and a very long 
after taste.

Drink now.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 12.87  RS 1.9  TA 5.3  pH 3.6

Lot Number Lot Description 

74 6 x 750ml bottles
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40Winemaker Pierre Wahl

Rijk’s 
CWG Chenin Blanc 2016

100% Chenin Blanc
Estate Wine of Origin Tulbagh

Two lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Rijk’s CWG Chenin Blanc 2016

This wine was made in a drought year, where our crop was 50% less than that of normal. The 2016 wines were 
more concentrated and structured, increasing the longevity of this wine.

The grapes were gently crushed and pressed, 100% barrel fermented and matured for 16 months in a new and a 
second � ll 300 litre French oak barrel. This wine was fermented with natural yeast to ensure that the uniqueness 
of our distinct terroir was revealed. Fermentation took eight months to complete. Malolactic fermentation was not 
encouraged in order to protect the varietal characters.

Tasting Notes: Delicate yellow fruit aromas on the nose with hints of pineapple and apricot, followed by the 
presence of cashew nuts. These aromas carry through on a rich multi-layered palate with a long aftertaste.

Drink now and for the next � ve years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.39  RS 5.0  TA 6.1  pH 3.31

Lot Number Lot Description 

75 6 x 750ml bottles
76 6 x 750ml bottles
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41 Winemaker Pierre Wahl

Rijk’s 
CWG Pinotage 2015

100% Pinotage
Estate Wine of Origin Tulbagh

Two lots -  each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Rijk’s CWG Pinotage 2015.

The 2015 vintage was regarded as one of the best in the last 50 years, which will be discovered when drinking 
this wine!

The grapes were hand-picked at night. A 48-hour cold maceration period was given prior to fermentation. 
Pigeage took place three times a day to extract tannin and colour. Skins were pressed at 5° balling. Malolactic 
fermentation was completed in barrels, racked, returned and left to mature for 22 months in a new and a second 
� ll French oak barrel. No � ning agents used and the wine was only � ltered lightly at bottling.

Tasting Notes: Intense cherry to blackberry aromas, supported by well-integrated oak nuances on the nose. Full-
bodied, juicy palate � lled with elegant and lingering red fruit � avours. Soft, rounded tannin structure.

Drink in the next 5 to 10 years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 14.63  RS 1.8  TA 6.0  pH 3.39

Lot Number Lot Description 

77 6 x 750ml bottles
78 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Coenie Snyman

Rust en Vrede 
CWG Estate 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Shiraz, 5% Merlot, 5% Petit Verdot 

Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising one bottle of each of the following vintages of Rust en Vrede CWG: 2010, 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

This vertical collection begins with the very � rst vintage of Rust en Vrede CWG Auction Estate that was available on the CWG 
Auction and ends with the most recent. The wines are a time capsule that re� ects the terroir of Rust en Vrede on the slopes of the 
Helderberg. They showcase the unique conditions experienced in each vintage, from plentiful rains to the onset of drought, and 
importantly our ongoing drive for consistency and re� nement.

Rust en Vrede CWG Estate 2010 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 15.06 RS 3.2 TA 6.2 pH 3.58  (previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction)

Rust en Vrede CWG Estate 2011 (1 x 750ml bottle)
Alc: 15.61 RS 1.9 TA 6.1 pH 3.64  (previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction)

Rust en Vrede CWG Estate 2012 (1 x 750ml)
Alc: 14.78 RS 2.1 TA 6.2 pH 3.57  (previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction)

Rust en Vrede CWG Auction Estate 2013 (1 x 750ml)
Alc: 15.15 RS 3.1 TA 6.5 pH 3.56  (previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction)

Rust en Vrede CWG Auction 2014 (1 x 750ml)
Alc: 15.0 RS 3.2 TA 5.9 pH 3.56  (previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction)

Rust en Vrede CWG Auction Estate 2015 (1 x 750ml)
Alc: 14.92 RS 2.9 TA 5.8 pH 3.62  (previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.)

Drink 2022 to 2030.

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

79 6 x 750ml bottles
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43

Winemaker Dewaldt Heyns

Saronsberg 
Die Erf Shiraz 2011 and 2013 (3 bottles each wine)

Wine of Origin Tulbagh

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of Saronsberg Die Erf Shiraz 2011 and three bottles of Saronsberg 
Die Erf Shiraz 2013.

The 2011 is unique in the sense that it is not 100% Shiraz but has a portion of Grenache as well. We normally keep the Die Erf 
Shiraz 100% cultivar. Both wines come from more robust vintages of higher extraction and � rm tannin structures, although the 
Grenache adds some elegance to the 2011 vintage.

Die Erf Shiraz 2011 (3 x 750ml bottles)
88% Shiraz, 12% Grenache
The grapes were hand-picked, bunch sorted, de-stemmed and berry sorted on vibration tables. A portion was fermented whole 
bunch.  After fermentation and extended maceration, the total time on skins was 28 days. The 12% Grenache was fermented 
whole bunch. After 12 months the two components were blended together and left in the barrel for a total of 22 months.  The 
wine was bottled un� ltered. 
This wine was previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction.
Drink between 2020 and 2024. 
Alc: 14.5  RS 3.6  TA 5.8  pH 3.41

Die Erf Shiraz 2013 (3 x 750ml bottles)
100% Shiraz
The grapes were hand-picked in the early morning from our most consistent Shiraz vineyard, grown on gravelly soils on the 
Welgegund farm at the foot of the Saronsberg. Sixty percent of berries were gently crushed into a satellite tank and deposited into 
an open fermenter, the remainder kept whole. After fermentation, the wine was left on the skins for another two weeks before 
being pressed into a new Allier French oak barrel. After malolactic fermentation, the wine was given a low sulphur dose and left 
on its lees for 10 months. The wine was then racked, blended and returned to barrel. After a total of 20 months in barrel, the wine 
was racked and � ltered through a coarse sheet � lter.
This wine was previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Drink between 2020 and 2026. 
Alc: 14.9  RS 3.3  TA 5.7  pH 3.45

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

80 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker John Loubser

Silverthorn Wines 
Big Dog ll Méthode Cap Classique 2011 & Big Dog lll Méthode Cap Classique 2012 (3 bottles each wine)

Wine of Origin Western Cape

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising three bottles of Silverthorn Wines Big Dog ll Cap Classique 2011 
and three bottles of Silverthorn Wines Big Dog lll Cap Classique 2012.

Made in the traditional Cap Classique method, both the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes are whole-bunch 
harvested and pressed. The Chardonnay portion is barrel fermented and aged in old French oak barrels to enhance 
the creaminess and complexity while the Pinot Noir is cold fermented in a stainless steel tank in order to accentuate 
the bright berry characters.

Big Dog ll Méthode Cap Classique 2011 (3 x 750ml bottles)
62% Chardonnay, 38% Pinot Noir
After blending, the wine is bottle fermented and aged on the lees for 53 months. After disgorging, the wine is aged 
for a further 6 months on the cork.
Tasting Notes: The Chardonnay imparts distinctive citrus and chalky characters while the Pinot Noir contributes 
strawberry nuances. Subtle oaking adds an extra dimension of complexity. Pure elegance is the end goal.
Drink now. 
This wine was previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.
Alc: 11.5  RS 7.2  TA 6.4  pH 3.19

Big Dog lll Méthode Cap Classique 2012 (3 x 750ml bottles)
60% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir
After blending the wine is bottle fermented and aged on the lees for 52 months. Post-disgorging, the wine is aged 
on the cork for 6 months.
This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Drink now. 
Alc: 12.0  RS 5.7  TA 7.1  pH 3.2

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

81 6 x 750ml bottles
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45 Winemaker Johan Malan

Simonsig  
Auction Reserve Pinotage 2007

100% Pinotage
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots -  each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Simonsig Auction Reserve Pinotage 2007.

Bush vine Pinotage grapes were used and after the free run was drained, the weight of the cap broke the whole 
berries and these drippings were allowed to slowly � ll a barrel overnight. This barrel was kept separate and 
matured in new French oak. This is the � rst wine I ever made using this method, where the gravity of the cap 
pressed the whole bunches and released the whole berries’ juice.

Tasting Notes: Dark and brooding on the nose with dark berry fruit and a taut, earthy, muscular palate. Juicy and 
super-concentrated with tightly knit tannins.

Drink now and for the next ten years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2009 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 15.3  RS 2.1  TA 6.2  pH 3.42

Lot Number Lot Description 

82 6 x 750ml bottles
83 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Frans Smit

Spier Wines 
Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2010, 2011, 2013

Wine of Origin Helderberg, Stellenbosch

One lot only – 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) comprising two bottles of each of the following vintages of Spier Wines Frans K Smit Auction 
Selection: 2010, 2011, 2013.

Frans K Smit Auction Reserve 2010 (2 x 750ml bottles)
40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 37% Merlot, 23% Cabernet Franc
Dense, detailed, and focused, with layers of red currant, blood orange, plum and blackberry fruit lined with racy graphite and singed spice notes. 
Awarded 92 points by Wine Spectator.
Drink 8-10 years from harvest.
This wine was previously sold on the 2013 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.62  RS 3.1  TA 5.7  pH 3.6

Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2011 (2 x 750ml bottles)
47% Cabernet Sauvignon,  36% Merlot, 17% Cabernet Franc
2011 was a cooler year which allowed us to increase the percentages of Cabernet Sauvignon - adding softer, fresher, long-lasting tannins. 
Awarded 5 stars in John Platter Wine Guide and 92 points by Wine Spectator.
Drink 8-10 years from harvest.
This wine was previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.38  RS 4.0  TA 5.2  pH 3.5

Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2013 (2 x 750ml bottles)
52% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc
The balance and re� ned elegance of this blend, with its long � nish, is a result of a textbook-perfect growing season. A discernible 
blackcurrant and dark fruit presence on the palate, with the barest traces of cigar box. 
Drink 10 years from harvest. 
This wine was previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 14.62  RS 3.1  TA 5.6  pH 3.6

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box.

Lot Number Lot Description 

84 6 x 750ml bottles
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47 Winemaker Rianie Strydom

Strydom Family Wines  
Paradigm 2016

74% Cabernet Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 6% Petit Verdot, 6% Cabernet Franc
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Strydom Family Wines Paradigm 2016.

The Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot form the core of this wine and the grapes were specially selected within the 
vineyards and fermented separately. After maturing in French oak barrels for 12 months, the best barrels were 
blended and then matured for another 6 months. Prior to bottling, the Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc were 
added to complete the full Bordeaux-style wine.

Tasting Notes: This is a well-balanced wine with a soft entry and fresh inner core. The palate shows red and dark 
fruit � avours, graphite and re� ned tannins. 

Drink now until 2025.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

 Alc: 14.1  RS 2.7  TA 6.0  pH 3.49

Lot Number Lot Description 

85 6 x 750ml bottles
86 6 x 750ml bottles
87 6 x 750ml bottles
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Winemaker Miles Mossop

Tokara
Tribute 2010, 2011, 2013 (2 bottles of each vintage)

Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of two bottles of each of the following vintages of Tokara 
Tribute: 2010, 2011, 2013.

This is a vertical selection of the three Cabernet Sauvignons produced and bottled from Tokara’s � nest vineyard 
blocks for the Cape Winemakers Guild Auction.

A true re� ection of site. Classic and elegant in style with a timeless ability to age.

Tokara Tribute 2010 (2 x 750ml per lot)
95% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Malbec
Drink now until 2022.
Alc: 14.5  RS 2.2  TA 5.9  pH 3.52  (previously sold on the 2014 CWG Auction)

Tokara Tribute 2011 (2 x 750ml per lot)
100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Drink now until 2023.
Alc: 14.8  RS 1.8  TA 5.6  pH 3.49  (previously sold on the 2015 CWG Auction)

Tokara Tribute 2013 (2 x 750ml per lot)
90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Cabernet Franc
Drink now until 2025.
Alc: 14.8  RS 1.9  TA 5.8  pH 3.49  (previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction)

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

This wine is packed in a wooden box

Lot Number Lot Description 

88 6 x 750ml bottles
89 6 x 750ml bottles
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49 Winemaker Jeff Grier

Villiera   
Terre Rouge 2005

55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Cabernet Franc
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Three lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml) of Villiera Terre Rouge 2005.

After years of sourcing red fruit in Devon Valley, the quality produced off the “red earth” was obvious. This 2005 
Auction blend includes Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc selected from the band of “red earth” in the 
area. The wine was made in a traditional manner with the aim of maximising longevity. At the time it was felt that 
the wine would last 15 years and the expert panel gives it another 5 years. A red wine from Stellenbosch lasting 
20 years - that is what the CWG Auction is about. The Cabernet Sauvignon has provided the structure and the 
Cabernet Franc has contributed � nesse and extra intensity.

Tasting Notes: It is a classy 15-year-old wine, showing the classic, concentrated character of a Cabernet 
combination. The � ne tannins have been polished over time and the silky texture makes it a mouth-watering 
option.

Drink now and for the next � ve years.

Blind tasted by CWG expert panels in July 2020 and selected for the Vinotheque Auction. 

This wine was previously sold on the 2007 and 2008 CWG Auctions.

This wine has been supplied by the winemaker, stored in their cellar since the year of Auction.

Alc: 13.94  RS 2.0  TA 5.8  pH 3.56

Lot Number Lot Description 

90 6 x 750ml bottles
91 6 x 750ml bottles
92 6 x 750ml bottles
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50Winemaker Kevin Arnold

Waterford Estate 
“1988 Kept Aside” Chardonnay 2016 and 2017 (3 bottles of each vintage)

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Two lots - each lot comprising 6 bottles (6 x 750ml): Three bottles of Waterford Estate “1988 Kept Aside” 
Chardonnay 2016 and three bottles of Waterford Estate “1988 Kept Aside” Chardonnay 2017.

Fruit selected from within a single vineyard underwent natural alcoholic fermentation in 300 litre Burgundy barrels. 
Malolactic fermentation was prohibited and the wine was allowed to age on the gross lees for 11 months. No � ning 
or � ltration on this wine.

Tasting Notes: Aromatics of lime cordial, peach pip and touches of roasted almond. The palate is elegantly rich and 
well structured. Granite deposits in red clay soils brings out minerality and focus in the wine.

Waterford Estate “1988 kept aside” Chardonnay 2016 (3 x 750ml bottles)
Previously sold on the 2017 CWG Auction.
Alc: 12.44  RS 1.6  TA 4.9  pH 3.5 

Waterford Estate”1988 kept aside” Chardonnay 2017 (3 x 750ml bottles)
Previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.
Alc: 12.8  RS 2.8  TA 5.9  pH 3.4 

Drink 5-8 years from vintage.

This wine has been stored in the CWG’s temperature and humidity-controlled Vinotheque since the year of Auction.

Lot Number Lot Description 

93 6 x 750ml bottles
94 6 x 750ml bottles
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The 2020 Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Auction 
hosted by Bonhams

The 2020 Nedbank CWG Auction hosted by Bonhams will be held live and online on        
Saturday, 3 October 2020 from 12:00 (London time) on the Bonhams website.

www.bonhams.com

Wines on offer will be the current year Auction wines and wine lovers will be able to bid 
as the auction progresses, either by watching and bidding live and online via the Bonhams 
website or by telephone; or by placing proxy or commission bids with Bonhams in advance.

In support of one of our Guild members, collectors will have the rare opportunity to bid on 
smaller lots of six bottles. The funds raised by the �rst case of six bottles of every wine will 

be added to our support of Samantha O’Keefe, who lost her entire winery, home and a 
large portion of her vineyards in a devastating �re in December last year.

Please register to bid via the Bonhams website www.bonhams.com. 
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 134
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 1.78 g/l
TA 5.98 g/l
pH 3.43

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
1 6 bottles
2 12 bottles
3 12 bottles
4 12 bottles
5 12 bottles
6 24 bottles
7 24 bottles
8 24 bottles

Winemaker Carl Schultz 

Hartenberg
CWG Auction Cabernet Sauvignon 2018

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Bottelary, Stellenbosch

Estate grown, Bottelary Cabernet on tough iron laterite gravel, producing pea-sized, 
concentrated berries. Picked at full ripeness, 20 days on skins, 20 months in 50% new 225 
litre French oak barrels.

Hartenberg has been producing high-end estate grown Cabernets since the 1960s.

Tasting Notes: Lifted aromatics, perfumed, cedary, cigar box and lead pencil. Soft palate 
entry. The mid-palate is melded and fresh and the wine ends with � ne, dry tannins. 

Ready for drinking from 2022 through to 2038.

Estimate (6 bottles): R5 600 – R6 100
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 70
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.36 vol%
RS 2.9 g/l
TA 6.2 g/l
pH 3.47

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
 9 6 bottles
10 12 bottles
11 12 bottles
12 12 bottles
13 12 bottles
14 24 bottles
15 24 bottles
16 24 bottles

Winemaker Abrie Beeslaar

Kanonkop
CWG Paul Sauer 2017

76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Cabernet Franc, 7% Merlot
Wine of Origin Simonsberg, Stellenbosch

The different vineyards are planted next to each other on the lowest lying part of the farm. 
The grapes are destemmed, sorted and then fermented in open top “kuipe” for six days. 
After malolactic fermentation in tank, the blend is made and the wine is then matured in 
100% new French oak barrels for 24 months.

Tasting Notes: A beautiful balance between perfumed � oral notes and blackberry on the 
nose. On the palate this wine has great balance, with a lively acid, and a dry � nish.

Ready for drinking in 2024 and beyond.

Estimate (6 bottles): R9 800 – R12 300
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 66
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 3.3 g/l
TA 6.45 g/l
pH 3.32

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
17 6 bottles
18 12 bottles
19 12 bottles
20 12 bottles
21 12 bottles
22 24 bottles
23 24 bottles
24 24 bottles

Winemaker Pierre Wahl

Rijk’s
CWG Chenin Blanc 2018

100% Chenin Blanc
Estate Wine of Origin Tulbagh

Grapes from a 14-year-old bush vine vineyard were picked by hand in the cool of the night to capture 
the true � avours of this diverse variety. The wine was naturally fermented in a new and second � ll 300 
litre French oak barrel and left for 14 months before racking and bottling. After fermentation, sulphur 
was only added before spring 2018. This allowed for yeast cell autolysis to take place, preventing any 
sulphur compounds forming that could lead to reductive characters. No malolactic fermentation took 
place.

Even though 2018 was a vintage of drought, we still managed to produce a wine with great power, 
without compromising on elegance.

Tasting Notes: Fresh white peach and gooseberry nose accompanied by notes of cracked almonds. 
These aromas carry through on a rich, multi-layered palate with a lingering, yet gentle, aftertaste.

Ready for drinking in 2024 and beyond.

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 000 – R3 000
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 40
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 1.8 g/l
TA 5.4 g/l
pH 3.61

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
25 6 bottles
26 12 bottles
27 12 bottles
28 12 bottles
29 12 bottles
30 24 bottles
31 24 bottles
32 24 bottles

Winemaker Jacques Borman

Boschkloof
Epilogue Syrah 2018

100% Syrah
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The grapes were harvested in three stages with 30% fermented whole bunch. Fermentation 
was natural and in open top fermenters. After fermentation a portion was matured in 
concrete tanks and a portion was matured for 13 months in 30% new 400 litre French oak 
barrels. A special barrel selection was made for the CWG Auction.

Tasting Notes: A breath-taking nose of violets, white pepper, bramble berries and mixed 
spices. Seductive Syrah fruit and freshness on the palate. Re� ned, satin-like tannins give 
this wine great ageing potential.

This wine will be ready for drinking in 2021 and beyond.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R4 500 – R5 400
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 100
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.5 vol%
RS 2.0 g/l
TA 5.6 g/l
pH 3.57

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
33 6 bottles
34 12 bottles
35 12 bottles
36 12 bottles
37 12 bottles
38 24 bottles
39 24 bottles
40 24 bottles

Winemaker Gordon Newton Johnson 

Newton Johnson Family Vineyards
Windansea Pinot Noir 2017

100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley

This is a bare-bones glimpse of Windansea, the power dimension to Pinot Noir on our farm. In the 
stoniest and most clay-rich of our granite soils, the bunches were selectively picked by the family for 
this small cuvée. Made without sulphur in the winemaking, allowing diverse micro-organisms from the 
grape itself to � ourish unrestrained in the fermentation, enhancing complexity. 11 months maturation 
with a further six months élevage in large oak. Un� ltered, it will age over many years in bottle.

Tasting Notes: A lavish vintage, saturated with blackberry, liquorice and rich red currants. Lingering 
impressions of soft spice and freshly turned earth. Bountiful and seamless tannin texture in to a chalky 
� nish.

40 cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

Drink in 2020 and for the next 12 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R4 700 – R5 700
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 97
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.0 vol%
RS 2.3 g/l
TA 7.8 g/l
pH 3.42

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
41 6 bottles
42 12 bottles
43 12 bottles
44 12 bottles
45 12 bottles
46 24 bottles
47 24 bottles
48 24 bottles

Winemaker Charles Hopkins 

De Grendel
Wooded Sauvignon Blanc 2019

100% Sauvignon Blanc
Wine of Origin Darling

Crushed, 18 hours skin contact. Settling. Fermentation for 10 days in third � ll barrels. 110 
days lees contact in barrel. Stabilization and bottling.

Tasting Notes: Granadilla, gooseberries and blackcurrant leaf greet the taster with pleasing 
aromas and secondary characteristics of asparagus. The extended lees contact and use of 
oak ensure a lengthy � nish.

36 cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2019 CWG Auction.

Ready for drinking now.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R1 200 – R1 900
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 70
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 17

Alc 15.0 vol%
RS 3.1 g/l
TA 5.9 g/l
pH 3.48

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
49 6 bottles
50 12 bottles
51 12 bottles
52 12 bottles
53 12 bottles
54 24 bottles
55 24 bottles

Winemaker David Finlayson 

Edgebaston
Cabernet Sauvignon Reserve 2017

95% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Made from grapes picked off the clay-heavy section of our prestige GS vineyard; these grapes 
were picked � ve days earlier than the rest of the vineyard. They were fermented in a small               
1.5 ton fermenter and punched down three times a day. After 21 days on skins they were 
matured in new French oak for 24 months. A small percentage Cabernet Franc was added to 
the barrels to soften the tannin structure and add a twist of difference to the usual CWG wine 
which has always been 100% Cabernet Sauvignon.

Tasting Notes: Typical of the house style, a big, iron-� sted style Cabernet Sauvignon with 
boysenberry and cassis on the nose. Ripe bramble, cassis fruit with a touch of vanilla oak and 
solid tannins on palate.

Drink from 2028 onwards.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R3 200 – R4 700
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 100
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 1.78 g/l
TA 5.69 g/l
pH 3.5

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
56 6 bottles
57 12 bottles
58 12 bottles
59 12 bottles
60 12 bottles
61 24 bottles
62 24 bottles
63 24 bottles

Winemaker Niels Verburg 

Luddite
The Lone Stranger Mark II 2018

50% Mourvèdre, 40% Shiraz, 10% Grenache Noir
Wine of Origin Bot River

All portions of the blend were fermented in small, open fermenters with regular hand 
punch-downs. After fermentation, the wines were pressed directly into barrel and were 
allowed to mature for two years before the blend was made up.

Being a Rhône fan, this is my interpretation of the Bot River version.

Tasting Notes: Plummy, juicy, spicy.

Drink now and for the next 15 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 700 – R4 100
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 40
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 12.0 vol%
RS 3.5 g/l
TA 6.2 g/l
pH 3.29

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
64 6 bottles
65 12 bottles
66 12 bottles
67 12 bottles
68 12 bottles
69 24 bottles
70 24 bottles
71 24 bottles

Winemaker Pieter Ferreira 

Graham Beck
Cuvée 129 Extra Brut 2009

51% Pinot Noir, 49% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Western Cape

This Cap Classique epitomizes the crucial factor of time on the lees. Cuvee 129 ‘MGA’ Extra Brut expresses 
exactly this! The name of the Cap Classique - Cuvée 129 - refers to the number of months on the lees           
aging - 129 months, that equates to 10 years and 9 months on the lees. “MGA” is short for Multi Geographical 
Areas.

A unique Cap Classique carefully selected from six different geographical areas - Franschhoek, Robertson, 
Stanford, Stellenbosch, Slanghoek and Walker Bay. The Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes were hand-picked, 
whole bunch pressed with only cuvée fraction (450 litres/ton) used for the base wine. All seven components 
were fermented separately and after blending, lightly � ned. Then tirage bottling occurred on 29/09/2009. Left 
on the yeast for 129 months - ten years, nine months. Disgorgement 29/06/2020.

Tasting Notes: Gold straw colour. Rich brioche notes with nice toasted almonds on the nose. Rich Pinot entry 
and multi-layered complexity. Intense, complex with a long � nish. Very � ne persistent mousse.

Ready for drinking now and until 2025.

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 600 – R4 100
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 75
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.5 vol%
RS 3.1 g/l
TA 5.5 g/l
pH 3.67

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
72 6 bottles
73 12 bottles
74 12 bottles
75 12 bottles
76 12 bottles
77 24 bottles
78 24 bottles
79 24 bottles

Winemaker Frans K Smit 

Spier
Frans K Smit Auction Selection 2017

60% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The grapes were hand-picked, destemmed and hand-sorted before fermentation. The 
wine was naturally fermented in a 400 litre roller barrel and an open top wood fermenter. 
Maturation for 22 months in barrel before being bottled.

Tasting Notes: It’s a silky textured concentrated wine with hints of blackberry and black cherry. 
The wine has a dense core with beautiful fresh tones of red fruit lingering on the palate.

This is the � rst Certi� ed Organic Red Wine to be offered on the CWG Auction. Biodynamic 
principles were used in both farming and winemaking processes.

Ready for drinking now and until 2032.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R3 300 – R4 300
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 113
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 2.5 g/l
TA 6.0 g/l
pH 3.32

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
80 6 bottles
81 12 bottles
82 12 bottles
83 12 bottles
84 12 bottles
85 24 bottles
86 24 bottles
87 24 bottles

Winemaker Johan Malan 

Simonsig
Mediterraneo 2015

66% Roussanne, 28% Grenache Blanc, 6% Verdelho
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Carefully selected high-altitude vineyards in Stellenbosch and the oldest Verdelho vineyard 
in South Africa provided the grapes. Hand-picked and hand selected before the grapes were 
cooled overnight. Whole bunch pressing gave only the most delicate free run juice which was 
fermented in seasoned French oak with wild and cultured yeast. Minimal interference was 
used but did include battonage during the nine months on primary lees. The delicate fruit was 
preserved with minimal oak in� uence.

Tasting Notes: Beautiful freshness with zesty citrus rind and lime aromas followed by sweet riper 
yellow apple and subtle oak characters. Extra years in bottle have brought delicious texture and 
layers of complexity.

50 cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2016 CWG Auction.

Ready for drinking now and until 2025.

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 600 – R3 200
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 75
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 2.91 g/l
TA 6.2 g/l
pH 3.37

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
88 6 bottles
89 12 bottles
90 12 bottles
91 12 bottles
92 12 bottles
93 24 bottles
94 24 bottles
95 24 bottles

Winemaker Morné Vrey 

Delaire Graff Estate
Banghoek Cabernet Franc - Cabernet Sauvignon 2016

55% Cabernet Franc, 34% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Petit Verdot, 3% Malbec
Wine of Origin Banghoek – Stellenbosch

From 16-year virus-free vineyards on Delaire Graff Estate. Cool and slow whole berry 
fermentation with limited punch downs. Four weeks post-ferment maturation on skins 
before being basket pressed. Matured in 40% new French 225 litre barrels for 16 months 
and a further 45 months in bottle.

Tasting Notes: Bright red fruit with subtle oak spice and violets. Firm but delicate tannin 
structure with crisp fresh red fruit � nish.

Ready for drinking now and until 2030.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 900 – R3 700
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 63
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 15.0 vol%
RS 3.2 g/l
TA 6.6 g/l
pH 3.19

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
96 6 bottles
97 12 bottles
98 12 bottles
99 12 bottles
100 12 bottles
101 24 bottles
102 24 bottles
103 24 bottles

Winemaker Dewaldt Heyns 

Saronsberg
Die Erf Shiraz 2017

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Tulbagh

The best barrel of Block 27, our Die Erf Shiraz vineyard grown on a mixture of weathered shale 
soils and broken rock. Handpicked in the early morning, bunch sorted, destemmed and berry 
sorted. During fermentation the skins were mainly punched down by hand. After extended 
maturation, the total time on the skins was 27 days. Malolactic fermentation was completed in 
barrel. Aged for 20 months in a new French Allier oak barrel, the wine was given a � ne � ltration 
prior to bottling.

Tasting Notes: The wine has a deep, dark purple colour with prominent ripe plum, dark berry 
and � oral � avours and undertones of spice. The oak is well balanced with full, � rm yet accessible 
tannin.

This wine will be ready for drinking from 2023.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R4 600 – R5 300
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 71
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 12.5 vol%
RS 1.6 g/l
TA 6.3 g/l
pH 3.26

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
104 6 bottles
105 12 bottles
106 12 bottles
107 12 bottles
108 12 bottles
109 24 bottles
110 24 bottles
111 24 bottles

Winemaker Andries Burger 

Paul Cluver
The Wagon Trail Chardonnay 2018

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Elgin

Grapes for the Wagon Trail Chardonnay are selected from the oldest Chardonnay vineyard on 
our Estate, planted in 1987, and also the oldest Chardonnay vineyard in the Elgin valley. After 
careful hand selection the grapes were gently whole bunch pressed, the juice was settled for 
two days without any settling or � ning agents. Thereafter, the juice was transferred to barrel 
for fermentation without inoculation. The wine aged on its lees for nine months with minimal 
battonage before � nal selection and bottling.

Tasting Notes: An amazing expression of an elegant Chardonnay, the nose is bursting with citrus 
and hints of oatmeal. The palate is a study of precision, great minerality and balance, complex 
and lingering � nish.

Ready for drinking now and over the next 5 - 10 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R3 800 – R4 400
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 106
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 2.4 g/l
TA 5.3 g/l
pH 3.63

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
112 6 bottles
113 12 bottles
114 12 bottles
115 12 bottles
116 12 bottles
117 24 bottles
118 24 bottles
119 24 bottles

Winemaker Warren Ellis 

Neil Ellis Wines
Amper Bo Tempranillo 2015

100% Tempranillo
Wine of Origin Bottelary

Whole berry fermentation is initiated in stainless steel tank. The grapes underwent a series of 
punch-downs and pump-overs until dry. Malolactic fermentation completed in new and second 
� ll French oak barrels. This wine spent 18 months in 60% new French oak barrels and 40% in 
second � ll.

Tasting Notes: A subtle nose re� ecting dark cherry and violets, with herbaceous characters 
and a leather � nish. The palate, dense and complex, is packed with dark berries and plum and 
unfolds with great length, freshness and balance. 

40 cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

Ready for drinking now and over the next 5 - 10 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 400 – R4 500
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 62
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.5 vol%
RS 3.3 g/l
TA 7.36 g/l
pH 3.2

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
120 6 bottles
121 12 bottles
122 12 bottles
123 12 bottles
124 12 bottles
125 24 bottles
126 24 bottles
127 24 bottles

Winemaker Bartho Eksteen 

Bartho Eksteen
Vloekskoot Sauvignon Blanc 2019

100% Sauvignon Blanc
Wine of Origin Cape Coast

Whole bunch pressed, no settling. Naturally fermented in older, big wood. Matured for 11 months 
on lees. Bottled with minimum interference. Serve with cray� sh bisque, petit poulet and creamed 
spinach or alikreukel trio (ref. the CWG book “Cellarmasters in the Kitchen”). Accoladed 92 - 96, 
5-star Platter’s, Tim Atkin’s winning wine out of 41 world class entries by producers from around the 
globe, and the most successful Sauvignon Blanc in the history of the CWG auction - a true benchmark.

Tasting Notes: Nods towards Pessac-Léognan but has a Cape character all of its own. Flinty, 
grapefruit, fresh lime, green herb � avours. Focussed, with superb intensity. Older oak adds 
complexity and gravitas.

If you can put away some bottles for a couple of years, you can delay the pleasure and have it back 
with interest for anything up to 6 years after harvest. 

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R 2 200 – R3 000
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 50
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 11

Alc 18.0 vol%
RS 98.8 g/l
TA 5.5 g/l
pH 3.6

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
128 6 bottles
129 12 bottles
130 12 bottles
131 12 bottles
132 24 bottles

Winemaker Carel Nel 

Boplaas
Cape Vintage CWG Reserve 2015

80% Touriga Nacional, 10% Touriga Franca, 6% Souzão, 4% Tinta Barocca
Wine of Origin Western Cape

Only the � nest Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Barocca and Souzão grapes were selected 
from speci� c low-yielding vineyards. All the fruit was hand harvested at optimum ripeness, 
fermented and forti� ed in small lagares and barrel matured in large seasoned oak barrels for 
12 months to craft this distinctive full-bodied, complex and structured, dry-styled Cape Vintage 
Auction Reserve. 2015 was one of the best years for Cape Vintage production in the last 30 years.

Tasting Notes: An inky black wine with hints of ripe apricot, dried peach, a mélange of mulling 
spice, fynbos, intense plum, black hedgerow fruit and liquorice. A long, lingering aftertaste with 
� rm rich tannins.

36 cases of this wine were previously sold on the 2018 CWG Auction.

Ready for drinking now and until 2045.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 800 – 4 200
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 90
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 2.5 g/l
TA 6.1 g/l
pH 3.51

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
133 6 bottles
134 12 bottles
135 12 bottles
136 12 bottles
137 12 bottles
138 24 bottles
139 24 bottles
140 24 bottles

Winemaker Louis Strydom 

Ernie Els
CWG 2017

60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Shiraz, 10% Cinsault
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The grapes were hand-picked in the cool of early morning. Grape bunches were gently destalked and 
lightly crushed. On the sorting table, all excess stalks and rotten berries were carefully removed by hand. 
Fermentation took place in small 300 litre open top oak barrels with three weeks extended maturation. 
The wines were punched down manually � ve times per day ensuring maximum colour extraction from 
the skins. Each variety was separately vini� ed and blended after 18 months of maturation.

Offering you the best of the Helderberg - the cornerstone of Ernie Els Wines and the Louis Strydom 
vision. 

Tasting Notes: Mouth-� lling density, that covers every taste bud. Undeniably powerful and one for long 
ageing with balancing freshness. Towering, big and full-bodied with great fruit purity and re� ned oak 
integration.

Ready for drinking in 2030.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R 3 300 – R4 600
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 106
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.0 vol%
RS 3.0 g/l
TA 7.4 g/l
pH 3.28

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
141 6 bottles
142 12 bottles
143 12 bottles
144 12 bottles
145 12 bottles
146 24 bottles
147 24 bottles
148 24 bottles

Winemaker Kevin Grant 

Ataraxia
Under The Gavel Chardonnay 2019

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge

Sourced from a single south-facing vineyard on The Sky� elds, home to Ataraxia in the Hemel-
en-Aarde outside Hermanus. Minimalist winemaking and a sensitive wooding regime ensure 
the most accurate and intimate expression of site and place possible. Entirely fermented in 
small, tight-grained French oak barrels, custom selected from speci� c Burgundian coopers, this 
wine was aged for a further nine months before being bottled.

Tasting Notes: This is Ataraxia’s quintessential “vin de terroir”, in that it is an interpretation of 
our dirt (soil) in bottled form! Precise, complex, lingering and pedigreed!

Ready for drinking now until at least 2029.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R3 400 – R5 200
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 60
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 2.3 g/l
TA 5.9 g/l
pH 3.4

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
149 6 bottles
150 12 bottles
151 12 bottles
152 12 bottles
153 12 bottles
154 24 bottles
155 24 bottles
156 24 bottles

Winemaker Jeff Grier 

Villiera
Drip Barrel Cabernet Franc 2018

100% Cabernet Franc
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

Ripe Cabernet Franc was crushed and destalked, followed by fermentation in a pump-over 
container to maintain the integrity of the skins. We were only interested in the Drip Barrels. This 
is the fermenting wine that drips out of the berries under the weight of the skins after drawing 
off. It is the heart of the wine. The juice is dark, clear, beautifully balanced and intense. The 
fermentation completed in a mix of new and used French oak barrels and after 18 months of 
maturation, it was bottled.

This is my version of the now trendy Cabernet Franc, from a mature block re� ecting its terroir.

Tasting Notes: Intensely perfumed with dark berry fruit and integrated oak spice, with a hint of 
minerality. It is ripe with textured tannins and a long � nish.

Ready for drinking from 2023 to 2030.

Estimate (6 bottles): R 2 800 – R3 800
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 48
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 2.3 g/l
TA 5.9 g/l
pH 3.3

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
157 6 bottles
158 12 bottles
159 12 bottles
160 12 bottles
161 12 bottles
162 24 bottles
163 24 bottles
164 24 bottles

Winemaker Miles Mossop 

Miles Mossop Wines
Saskia-Jo 2018

65% Chenin Blanc,  25% Clairette Blanche, 10% Grenache Blanc
Wine of Origin Swartland

The three bush vine vineyards that make up this wine are all from the same part of the 
Paardeberg, Swartland, and growing in decomposed granite soils. The fruit was whole bunch 
pressed together and the juice co-fermented in a small concrete egg, where it matured for a 
total of 11 months before being bottled without � ning or � ltration. Only sulphur was added in 
the making of this wine giving a true expression of the vineyards and the region.

This is my expression of the region and the vineyards the grapes originate from - Saskia complete.

Tasting Notes: Stunning perfume of citrus blossom, underpinned by stone fruit and orange 
preserve notes. The � avours are full and rich; yet the mid-palate is focused and clean leading to 
a dry textured � nish.

Drink now,  but will improve with maturation for a further 8 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R1 800 – R2 800
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 84
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.46 vol%
RS 2.2 g/l
TA 6.1 g/l
pH 3.58

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
165 6 bottles
166 12 bottles
167 12 bottles
168 12 bottles
169 12 bottles
170 24 bottles
171 24 bottles
172 24 bottles

Winemaker Rianie Strydom 

Strydom Family Wines
The Game Changer 2017

80% Cabernet Franc, 20% Merlot
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The grapes are grown in the Helderberg ward on north facing slopes. Both varieties ripened 
during February and were harvested during the morning. In the cellar they were rigorously sorted 
before whole berry fermentation in open fermenters. During the � rst half of fermentation we 
pumped over and punched down three times a day and afterwards, only twice. After pressing 
both did malolactic fermentation in barrels. Blending was done after 12 months. A further six 
months maturation took place prior to bottling.

Exceptional vintage, precision blending, happy winemaker - The Game Changer 2017.

Tasting Notes: Perfume, glazed red cherries and fresh raspberries with hints of graphite on the 
nose. The palate has a soft entry, elegant spicy mid-palate, red fruit power and � nishes with a 
chalky edge.

Drink now with decanting, otherwise cellar until 2025.

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 700 – R3 000
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 50
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 13.0 vol%
RS 2.2 g/l
TA 5.5 g/l
pH 3.37

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
173 6 bottles
174 12 bottles
175 12 bottles
176 12 bottles
177 12 bottles
178 24 bottles
179 24 bottles
180 24 bottles

Winemaker Bruwer Raats 

Raats Family Wines
The Fountain Terroir Speci� c Chenin Blanc 2019

100% Chenin Blanc
Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The wine offers a complex nose showing quince, peach and apple, whilst fenugreek spices give more 
dimension alongside the mineral intensity of the wine. The stone fruit core follows through onto an 
exceptionally balanced, very delicate and � ne-textured palate showing depth and intense character with 
an exquisite length and freshness. The wine lingers with hints of ripe nectarine and apricot, zesty lemon 
and wet chalk.

Raats Fountain Terroir Speci� c Chenin Blanc is the best barrel of Chenin Blanc that Raats produce. It is 
reserved for the Cape Winemakers Guild Auction every year.

Tasting Notes: The wine offers a complex nose showing quince, peach and apple, with lemongrass and 
ginger spices; giving it more dimension alongside the mineral intensity of the � nish.

Drink now until 2025.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R2 500 – R3 200
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 125
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 3.25 g/l
TA 6.0 g/l
pH 3.46

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
181 6 bottles
182 12 bottles
183 12 bottles
184 12 bottles
185 12 bottles
186 24 bottles
187 24 bottles
188 24 bottles

Winemaker David Nieuwoudt 

Cederberg
Teen Die Hoog Shiraz 2018

100% Shiraz
Wine of Origin Cederberg

Grapes are hand harvested from a unique red slate parcel against a southern slope.  Berry sorting followed 
by two days of cold soaking in tank leads to an intense development in colour.  During fermentation, two 
punch-downs a day of the grape cap with gentle pump-overs every six hours is completed for extraction.  
Extended maceration for an additional 10 days before light pressing.  Barrel maceration for 15 months, 
thereafter a premium selection of only three barrels is made.  85% � rst � ll, 15% second � ll barrel.

A wine of stature and elegance crafted from an extreme high-altitude mountain vineyard in the Cederberg.

Tasting Notes: This Shiraz shows great fruit intensity of red cherries with a subtle hint of sweet spice and 
violets.  A full-bodied wine with structure and � nesse.

The wine will be ready for drinking from 2025 onwards.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R5 100 – R6 200
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 67
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 11.86 vol%
RS 5.3 g/l
TA 6.5 g/l
pH 3.25

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
189 6 bottles
190 12 bottles
191 12 bottles
192 12 bottles
193 12 bottles
194 24 bottles
195 24 bottles
196 24 bottles

Winemaker John Loubser 

Silverthorn
Big Dog VI Méthode Cap Classique 2015

70% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir 
Wine of Origin Robertson

Made in the traditional Cap Classique method, both the Chardonnay and the Pinot Noir were whole 
bunch harvested and pressed. The Chardonnay portion was barrel fermented and aged in old French 
oak to enhance complexity and richness, while the Pinot Noir was cold fermented in stainless steel to 
accentuate berry characters. After blending, the wine was bottle fermented and aged on the lees for 
50 months. The wine was aged on the cork for nine months.

2020 saw Silverthorn Wines produce its � rst vintage in a specialised Cap Classique cellar on Silverthorn 
Farm.

Tasting Notes: Big Dog VI is a rich and complex Cap Classique, made without compromising � nesse 
and elegance. The nose has enticing roasted almond and marzipan notes, supported by a succulent 
creamy palate.

For maximum reward and expression drink from 2022 onwards.

Estimate (6 bottles): R 2 400 – R4 600
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 75
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 11

Alc 14.0 vol%
RS 2.6 g/l
TA 5.9 g/l
pH 3.65

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
197 6 bottles
198 12 bottles
199 12 bottles
200 12 bottles
201 24 bottles

Winemaker Boela Gerber 

Groot Constantia
CWG Gouverneurs Reserve 2018
55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Cabernet Franc

Wine of Origin Constantia

The backbone of this blend is Cabernet Sauvignon on free-draining gravel soil on a northerly 
facing slope. A big dollop of Cabernet Franc adds the aromatics and perfume to the blend. 
Both components were fermented in open top fermenters with regular punch-downs to 
maximise extraction. After the fermentation, the wines were pressed and aged in 75% new
French oak for 15 months before the components were blended and bottled.

Tasting Notes: The wine shows richness with blueberry and blackberry aromas, a hint of � oral 
perfume and subtle cedarwood � avours. The palate is powerful and � ne tannins promise 
good ageing potential.  

Drink over the next 10 years.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes.

Estimate (6 bottles): R3 700 – R5 300
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 87
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 1.1 g/l
TA 6.7 g/l
pH 3.34

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
202 6 bottles
203 12 bottles
204 12 bottles
205 12 bottles
206 12 bottles
207 24 bottles
208 24 bottles
209 24 bottles

Winemaker Andrea Mullineux 

Leeu Passant
Radicales Libres 2015

100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin Klein Karoo

This is the follow-up vintage to my force-of-nature, concentrated wine which was inspired by the extended barrel-
aged white wines of the Jura and Rioja. It was created by picking at normal ripeness levels followed by fermentation 
and FIVE years of maturation and intensi� cation by natural slow evaporation in oak. This means it has self-stabilised 
during a time and free radical dance and was reborn into this salty, zesty, marzipan textured wine.
 
From the incredibly cool Barrydale valley in the Klein Karoo, after fermentation this Chardonnay was aged in barrel for 
a further FIVE YEARS! In that time, as water evaporates, everything else in the wine concentrates. It is an intentionally 
powerful experience.

Last year the 2014 Radicales Libres scored 97+ points from Greg Sherwood M.W. and was awarded Platter’s 5-Stars.

“We passed upon the stair, We spoke of was and when
Although I wasn’t there, He said I was his friend
Which came as a surprise, I spoke into his eyes
I thought you died alone, A long long time ago “ - David Bowie

This wine is packed in wooden boxes.

Estimate (6 bottles): R5 200 – R5 800
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Bottle Size 750 ml
Case Size 6 x 750 ml
Total Qty Cases Produced 52
Qty Cases on offer for this Auction 21

Alc 14.5 vol%
RS 2.0 g/l
TA 6.55 g/l
pH 3.51

Lot number No. of bottles per lot
210 6 bottles
211 12 bottles
212 12 bottles
213 12 bottles
214 12 bottles
215 24 bottles
216 24 bottles
217 24 bottles

Winemaker Coenie Snyman 

Rust en Vrede
CWG Auction Estate 2017
75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Syrah

Wine of Origin Stellenbosch

The grapes were handpicked between 6 and 26 March. The Cabernet Sauvignon was sorted 
and fully destemmed. The Syrah was partially destemmed. Individual parcels and grape 
components were vini� ed separately. Fermentation took place in open-top fermenters and 
the cap was manually punched down four times daily. The maceration period varied between 
14 and 30 days. This was followed by barrel maturation in 300 litre and 500 litre French oak 
barrels for 22 months. The wine was bottled on 14 February 2019.

Tasting Notes: Cassis and raspberry aromas are complemented by savoury cedar and cinnamon 
spice. Cassis follows onto the palate along with fresh red currant. Chalky tannins balance the 
juicy lingering mouthfeel.

Ready for drinking between 2024 and 2029.

This wine is packed in wooden boxes. 

Estimate (6 bottles): R5 400 – R6 100
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The Vineyard Connection

Appointed courier for CWG 2020

Contact: Lara Philp
Tel: (021) 884 4360
Fax: (021) 884 4361
e-mail:lara@vineyardconnection.co.za

Postal Address: 
PO Box 1484 STELLENBOSCH 7599 

Physical Address:
Delvera, Cnr R44 and Muldersvlei Road
Muldersvlei, Stellenbosch

* Please note: One case is equal to 6 x 750ml; 3 x 1.5L or 1 x 3L

• Wines will be transported from The Vineyard Connection’s air-conditioned 
warehouse to Johannesburg and Pretoria in sealed trucks. 

• Please note that South African buyers who have requested delivery by The 
Vineyard Connection can expect delivery from 28 October provided they have 
paid for their wines and delivery costs in full.

• Buyers who have opted to collect their wines from The Vineyard Connection may 
do so from 26 October, provided their wines have been paid for in full. All wines 
must be collected from Vineyard Connection by 30 November 2020.

• Collections can be made from Monday to Friday only. Auction wines will not be 
available for collection on Saturday or Sunday.

The Vineyard Connection specialises in wine distribution both locally and internationally.  After 23 years of dedicated service 
to the wine industry, The Vineyard Connection offers a reliable and ef� cient freight service worldwide.

South African delivery charges (excl. VAT) per case where 1 case = 6 x 750ml; 3 x 1.5L or 1 x 3L  
Please note delivery costs are for the account of the buyer and 15% VAT is added to the � nal amount due.

Cape Town and Surrounds:
1 - 20 cases:  R68 per case
21 - 40 cases:  R57 per case
41 - 60 cases:  R49 per case
61 cases and above:  R47 per case
Plus insurance at 1% of the VAT exclusive value of the wine

Other South African destinations: 
1 - 20 cases:  R121 per case
21 - 40 cases:  R107 per case
41 - 60 cases:  R89 per case
61 cases and above:  R79 per case
Plus insurance at 1% of the VAT exclusive value of the wine
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The Cape Winemakers Guild Vinotheque Auction and
2020 Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Auction hosted by Bonhams

Standard Terms and Conditions of Auction
Date of auctions:

 A. CWG Vinotheque Auction: Online from Friday 18 September 2020, closing Saturday, 3 October at 16:00 London Time
 B. 2020 Nedbank CWG Auction:  Live and Online on Saturday 3 October 2020 from 12:00 London Time
  (both auctions hereinafter referred to as “the Auction”)

In these Standard Terms and Conditions of Auction (hereinafter referred to as “Auction Conditions”), the following terms shall have the following meanings:

“auctioneers” mean Bonhams at www.bonhams.com, hosting the Auction from London, UK.
“bidder/s”  means a person or entity registered as a bidder and who participates and/or intends to participate in the Auction.
“seller”  means the owners of the wines, selling the wines to the highest bidder/purchaser.
“purchaser” means the highest bidder indicated by the auctioneer by the fall of the hammer or by such other means as the auctioneer may select, 
   who purchases the wine from the seller.
“Guild”  means the Cape Winemakers Guild, the facilitators of the Auction.

Please note the following:

1. All prospective bidders must register for the Auction by completing an Online Registration form on the Bonhams website (www.bonhams.
com) (“the Website”) and supplying of�cial photo proof of identity and residence prior to making any bids during the Auction.

2. A person who intends to bid on behalf of another, must produce a letter of authority expressly authorising him or her to bid on behalf of that 
person, and both that person and the person bidding on his or her behalf must provide a copy of of�cial photo proof of identity and residence.

3. A person bidding on behalf of a company, close corporation or trust must produce a letter of authority expressly authorising him or her to bid 
on behalf of that company and the letter of authority must appear on the letterhead of the company and must be accompanied by a certi�ed 
copy of the company resolution authorising him or her to do so. That person making the bid must present proof of of�cial photo identity and 
residence for themselves and the required information for the instructing entity as set out on the Bonhams website.

In addition to the above:

1. These Auction Conditions shall govern the Auction and any matter relating thereto or resulting therefrom, including, but not limited to the relationship/s between the 
auctioneer, the Cape Winemakers Guild (hereinafter referred to as “the Guild”), the seller, the bidder and the purchaser and/or the wines being sold.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in these Auction Conditions, the dispensing, distribution, storage and/or transportation 
of the wines are and will be subject to any legislation, statutes, regulations and/or restrictions, including any COVID-19 regulations, in force 
in the respective jurisdictions, at the time of such dispensing, distribution, storage and/or transportation of the lots in such jurisdictions. 
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2. In the event of any con�ict between the provisions of these Auction Conditions and any other terms and conditions to which the purchaser and/or 
bidder and/or seller and/or auctioneer are subject (including but not limited to the auctioneer’s Online Bidding Terms and Conditions, the Appendix 1 
[Buyers Contract of Sale with Seller] and Appendix 2 [Buyers Agreement with Bonhams] and the Notice to Online Bidders), these Auction Conditions 
shall take precedence, but for the avoidance of doubt, the auctioneer’s Online Bidding Terms and Conditions (including Appendices) and Notice to 
Online Bidders shall apply as amended if speci�cally incorporated herein.

3. Registration to purchase wine at the Auction implies that the bidder and/or purchaser is familiar with and fully and irrevocably accepts the Auction 
Conditions as contained herein and is conditional upon the bidder’s con�rmation that they are of legal age and free of other restrictions to complete 
the purchase of alcohol under relevant laws. No person or entity shall be allowed to take part in the Auction unless:

3.1 they have registered and duly completed the Auction Registration form and supplied the required documentation to the satisfaction of the Guild and 
the auctioneer;

3.2 if they intend to bid on behalf of another person or a legal entity, they have produced a letter of authority that expressly authorises him/her to bid 
on behalf of such person or legal entity. Where the person is bidding on behalf of a company, close corporation or trust, the letter of authority must 
appear on the letterhead of such company, close corporation or trust and must be accompanied by a certi�ed copy of the resolution authorising him/
her to bid on behalf of the company, close corporation or trust. The prospective bidder must also have provided the documentation required by the 
auctioneer and the Guild to allow the auctioneer to conduct its client due diligence as required by law.

4. Upon registration, the bidder authorises the auctioneer to share their personal details with the Guild for invoicing, settlement and (where delivery is 
requested) for delivery purposes. 

5. The Auction Conditions shall be read out at the start of the Auction and a copy will be made available to all registered bidders and/or purchasers upon registration.

6. Prior to the start of the Auction, bidders and/or purchasers will be able to ask questions about the Auction procedure or the wine for sale.

7. All wines sold at the Auction are sold “voetstoots” / “as is”.

7.1 No warranty is given or implied by the designation in the catalogue and no allowance whatsoever will be made for misdescription or errors of 
whatsoever nature.

7.2 A bid shall be taken as proof that bidders or purchasers have made themselves acquainted with the lot for which they have bid.

8. Every sale shall be subject to the control of the auctioneer who shall have the sole and absolute right to regulate the bidding procedure, to advance in 
the bidding and to record the Auction and any sale.

9. Every bid shall constitute an offer to purchase the relevent wine or any lot auctioned for sale at the amount bid. The auctioneer, in his sole discretion, reserves the 
right to withdraw any lot or lots or to vary the order of same without attracting any liability to any party to the Auction, including the seller, bidder or purchaser.

10. The auctioneer shall be entitled to correct any error or misunderstanding, in its sole discretion.

11. All sales shall be in South African Rand and VAT will be levied on all wine that will remain within the borders of South Africa.  All exports will be exempt 
of South African VAT.

The Cape Winemakers Guild Vinotheque Auction and
2020 Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Auction hosted by Bonhams

Standard Terms and Conditions of Auction
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The Cape Winemakers Guild Vinotheque Auction and
2020 Nedbank Cape Winemakers Guild Auction hosted by Bonhams

Standard Terms and Conditions of Auction
12. The highest bidder at the Auction shall be the person indicated by the auctioneer by the fall of the hammer or by such other customary means as the 

auctioneer may select, which bidder shall have a successful bid.

13. In the event of a dispute arising between any two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall have the right in his sole discretion to declare the sale to be of no force 
or effect and to re-sell the wine in question, alternatively to select the purchaser to whom the respective lot shall have been sold. The auctioneer, in his sole 
discretion, may accept or reject any bid without giving a reason. The auctioneer’s decision in all cases is �nal and binding on all parties.

14. A successful bid shall result in an agreement of sale between the seller and purchaser, which agreement of sale shall be effective immediately at the 
place and time of the fall of the hammer or such other customary means as the auctioneer may select.

15. The bidder and/or purchaser irrevocably agree and consent to the seller ceding any claim which it may have against the bidder and/or purchaser to the 
Guild and neither the seller nor the Guild will be required to give any notice of such cession.

16. Tax invoices (including VAT, delivery, insurance and other charges where applicable) for the wine sold at the Auction to the purchasers will be presented to 
the purchasers by the sellers within 14 days of the Auction, although any failure to do so will not invalid any sale in terms of the Auction Conditions.

17. Payment shall be made immediately upon receipt of the tax invoice either by credit card or electronic transfer into the Guild’s bank account.

18. Ownership in the wine shall not pass until (i) the purchase price and all other amounts in terms of the Auction Conditions have been paid in full and 
(ii) the auctioneer has completed its checks under the UK Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) 
Regulations 2017 (“AML checks”). No lot or lots may be removed until the purchase price and all other costs under these Auction Conditions, including 
but not limited to storage costs, have been settled in full and title in the lot(s) has passed.

19. All purchasers shall take possession of their completed purchases within 8 (EIGHT) weeks from the date of Auction, unless otherwise arranged and agreed with 
the Guild in writing. The Guild and/or the seller reserve the right to charge storage fees on wines not collected, for whatever the reason, by 30 November 2020 at 
the applicable industry rate and the purchaser agrees to pay such storage fees, irrespective of the reason for failing to collect/arrange for collection or delivery of 
the wines, including if such failure is as a result of any legislation, statutes, regulations and/or restrictions in force at the time, including any COVID-19 regulations.

20. The price bid for any wine shall not include Value Added Tax, delivery, insurance, transportation, export charges and “FOBBING” costs of any wines 
shipped overseas. Wines shipped overseas are sold EX-WORKS and all export-related, shipping and fobbing costs are for the account of the purchaser.

21. The wine shall be delivered by the seller and/or the Guild or by a courier elected by the seller and/or the Guild.

22. The risk in the wine shall pass to the purchaser:

22.1 where the purchaser takes possession of the purchased wine within the 8 (EIGHT) week period in clause 20 above, upon the wine leaving the premises 
of The Vineyard Connection or the seller, or when collected by the purchaser from the premises of The Vineyard Connection or the seller.

22.2 where the purchaser has requested the wine to be exported to an address outside of South Africa and takes possession of the wine within the 8 
(EIGHT) week period in clause 20 above, upon delivery of the wine to the shipping agent / freight forwarder;

22.3 where the purchaser fails to take possession of the purchased wine within the 8 (EIGHT) week period in clause 20 above, for whatever reason (including 
as a result of any legislation, statutes, regulations and/or restrictions in force at the time, including any COVID-19 regulations) upon the expiry of the 8 
(EIGHT) week period. For the avoidance of doubt, if the purchaser is unable to take possession of the purchased wine within the 8 (EIGHT) week period 
mentioned in clause 20 above, for whichever reason, the risk in the wine shall pass to the purchaser upon the expiry of the 8 (EIGHT) week period.
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23. The seller shall dispatch the wine purchased at the Auction within 8 (EIGHT) weeks from the date of the Auction, provided that payment by the 

purchaser has been received in full by the Guild or seller and the auctioneer has completed its AML checks.

24. The auctioneer will have no legal liability or obligation to bidders in relation to the delivery of wines.

25. As the sale will be held in the EU, the EU distance selling legislation applies in that EU private purchasers have the right of return within 14 days 
of delivery of al purchased items. Further details are contained in the auctioneer’s Online Bidding Terms and Conditions available on the Bonhams 
website. Any purchaser has to pay for the return of such items to the Guild. The auctioneer warrants that these Auction Conditions (including its Online 
Bidding Terms and Conditions) are in compliance with the relevant local legislation and indemni�es and hold harmless, the Guild, in the event of any 
non-compliance with the relevant local laws and regulations pertaining to auctions in the UK.

26. The auctioneer’s Vendue Roll of Sale is �nal, and no dispute will be taken into consideration as to the correctness of the same. All lots knocked down 
are subject to the Auction Conditions, including all conditions relating to condition of the wine and passing of risk, at the fall of the hammer.

27. The auctioneer and/or the Guild are prepared to execute bids on behalf of purchasers if instructed to do so in writing prior to the Auction and subject 
to the Auction Conditions and bidder registration requirements.

28. Notwithstanding the acceptance of a postal bid mandate by the auctioneer and/ or the Guild, the auctioneer and/or the Guild shall not be obliged 
to execute such a bid and the bidder or purchaser shall have no claim whatsoever, including any claim for damages, whether direct or indirect or 
consequential and arising from whatsoever cause, against the auctioneer, the Guild and/ or any person nominated by the Guild and the purchaser 
indemni�es and hold free the auctioneer and the Guild from any claims which may be instituted against the auctioneer and/or Guild in this regard.

29. Under no circumstances will the Guild or the seller, or any of their employees or agents be liable for any loss or damage caused by:

29.1 the bidder’s reliance on information obtained through the use of the Website;

29.2 the use or inability to use the Website or the services or content provided from or through the Website;

29.3 any disruption in the internet connection resulting in the bidder being disconnected from the Auction for whatever reason; or

29.4 the failure to record a bid as a result of being disconnected or the online platform going of�ine during the auction process.

30. The purchaser chooses his domicilium citandi et executandi at the physical address as portrayed on the proof of residence which is submitted during 
the online registration at www.bonhams.com.

31. The terms and interpretation of these Auction Conditions will be governed by the Laws of the Republic of South Africa. The purchaser consents to the 
jurisdiction of the Magistrate’s Court in South Africa, notwithstanding that the amount of the claim may exceed the jurisdiction of the Magistrate’s 
Court, and the auctioneer and/or Guild and/or seller has the sole discretion to institute any action in the Magistrate’s Court, if appropriate and 
applicable, or any other competent court.

32. In the event that it becomes necessary for the auctioneer, the Guild and/or the seller to take any legal action to ensure performance of the Auction 
Conditions or any agreement concluded pursuant thereto or in respect of any transaction which is governed by these Auction Conditions, the purchaser 
shall be obliged to pay the auctioneer, the Guild and/or the seller as the case may be, any and all legal costs and expenses incurred on the scale as 
between attorney-and-own-client including collection commission and the auctioneer, the Guild and/or the seller shall be entitled to claim the same.
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